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CHAPI'ER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The aim of obstetrics has always been that every pregnancy 
culminate in a healthy mother and a healthy baby. Today, the trend is 
to broaden the scope from mother and child centered obstetrical care 
to family centered obstetrical care. Family centered rna.terni ty care is 
a concept in Which the mother-father-infant relationship is recognized 
and care is directed to pronote and strengthen family unity. 
The nuclear family developed as the primary family unit as a 
result of the Industrial Revolution. This smaller family unit 
reinforced the relationship between the husband and wife. They became 
more dependent upon one another for emotional support, reassurance and 
affection. The delivery was carried out in the familiar surroundings 
of hane with the p:l.!'tici])3.tion of the husband. The worran received 
intimate and individual care fran her family doctor or midwife, assisted 
by a nurse, friends, or relatives. 
Nonna.l deliveries began to be conducted in the hospital at the 
turn of the century. This trend has continued. Hospitalization 
increased as a result of World Wars I and II, the availabi:).ity of health 
insurance, and because physicians found it more convenient and safer 
to work in the hospital setting. In 1958, 96 births out of every 100 
2 
took place in hospitals.1 Hospital delivery in the past twenty-five 
years has reduced naterna.l mortality markedly. Infant martali ty has been 
reduced by more than fifty per cent. 2 
Both medical and obstetrical advances have contributed to the 
high degree of safety afforded the mother and infant in the birth process. 
This safety has been achieved through care by better "trained personnel; 
modern labara tory procedures; the use of strict asepsis; availability of 
facilities, equipnent, drugs, blcxxl and oxygen far complications; the 
safe use of drugs for prin relief; and safer anesthetic techniques. 
However, the transition from the home to the hospital for child-
birth removed the wanan from her primary sources of emotional support. 
Her husb3nd had to canpl y to rigid visiting hours and could not remain 
with her during her labor and/or delivery. Her family and friends were 
excluded from visiting. She was placed in a sirange environment, cared 
for by unfamiliar and hurried personnel, and subjected to new and 
unpleasant routines and procedures. Her baby was placed in a special 
nursery away fram her. Bottled fonnula was available with which to feed 
the baby. 
Pain still could not be canpletely relieved, but with drugs it 
could be eliminated from the memory of the wanan. Additionally, the 
improved knowledge of operative obstetrics and anesthesia allowed the 
1Ha.zel Carbin, Isabel K. Brown, and Horace H. Hughes (ed.) 
"Introduction," Meeting the Childbearinf Needs of Families in a Changing 
World, A Report of a Worl<'C'oriference.New York: Materrn. ~center 
ASsociation, 1962), p. 6. 
2M. Edward Davis and Reva Rubin, "Maternity Nursing and 
Obstetric Progress," DeLee's Obstetrics far Nurses (17th ed. rev., 
Philadelphia: W. B. satmaers Canpany, 1'9'67) , p. I. 
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wanan to be free from most of the physical effort nornally required in 
nonnal childbirth. Instead, "for the first time in history the physician 
could ••• with great safety initiate, control and carry out all of the 
events of childbirth without the p:1tient having to assume any of the 
responsibility." Up to this time, p:1in had always been accepted as a 
nonnal and unavoidable p:1rt of parturition. Had at last the ultimate 
gcal of obstetrics, to relieve the p:1in of childbirth without affecting 
its course, been achieved? 
Further effort was extended to improve infant and maternal care. 
Prenatal education was initiated by the Maternity Center in New York in 
1917. 'Ihe content developed from simple instruction in maternal hygiene 
to include infonnation in relatioo to ". • • the reproductive process and 
the physical and emotional demands it makes upon the mother and other 
members of the family. 114 It was recognized that wanen not only lacked 
this knowledge but often had little, if any, understanding of pregnancy, 
labor, deli very, and the care of the new baby. Recognizing that p:1rents 
have a right to be exposed to helpful information which is available, 
the Center also instituted classes for expectant fathers in 1938, and 
finally ~ined them in 1946. 5 
3charles D. Kimball, ';An Evaluation of Family Centered Obstet-
rical care," Child-Family Digest, XI (November, 1954), 4. 
I.J:Hazel Corbin, "Developnent of Parent Classes in the United 
States," 'Ihe Bulletin of Maternal and Infant Health, VII, No. 3 
(1960)' 7-:- - -
5Barbara Gelb, 'Ihe AOC. of Natural Childbirth (New York: W. W. 
Norton and Canpany, rnc:-;-1954)-;-p. 97. 
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To enable the service professions to meet their obligations of 
preparing parents for successful childbearing and p3.I'el1thood, several 
different types of knowledge must be identified. First, what are the 
canponents that parents desire or v.ant which would make childbirth equal 
to their highest expectations? Are any of the factors which contribute 
to their complete obstetrical care incanpatible with their desires? What 
are the means by which their desires and needs can be satisfied? To what 
extent are measures being implemented tha. t contribute to a positive 
childbirth experience? 
Statement of the Problem 
The purposes of this study are: to identify the concerns, needs, 
satisfactions, and experiences that expectant mothers anticipate about 
labor and delivery; to ascertain the general impressions and sa tisfac-
tions that were actually experienced by the mothers during labor and 
delivery; and, to determine how a prepared group of parents perceive 
that their concerns and satisfactions of childbirth were affected as a 
result of their attendance to classes for prepared childbirth. 
Importance of the Problem 
It is i.mportant that a study be undertaken to identify the fac-
tors which contribute to a positive labor and deli very experience so tha 
we might understand why negative attitudes about childbirth have come 
into being. It is well recognized that each mother JIE.y react to child-
birth in a different JIE.nner because the significance of the experience 
is individually determined and dependent upon several dynamic factors. 
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However, more frequently than not, wanen approach clu.ldbirth with 
nany anxi.etJ.es. They are filled with terror of the excrutiating pain 
they expect to experience in the ordeal of labor. The actual birth 
process nay be a complete mystery to them. Often their conscious and 
unconscious fears are intensified because of a lack of infonnation, 
conflicting explanations; or because of hospital routines, rules of 
isolating the patient, or methods of having patients in various stages 
of labor in a camnon labor room. In other instances, wanen who have 
experienced labor and deli very in a calm cooperative nanner, state that 
they never felt any severe d.isccmfort, and are enthusiastic and happy 
when their child is born. Shculd childbirth not be like this for· all 
wanen and be accepted as a natural function? 
Nature designed a wom:m 1 s body ". • • to protect and nourish the 
baby that is developing within her ••• to bring that baby into the world 
when it is ready to come, and to provide for the baby a right and ready 
food. n6 If this is true, shculd a wanan not have the privilege of 
experiencing those functions for which she was primarily. designed? 
Some :r:;eople contend that if childbirth is supposed to be a 
na:tllral function, why is it accompanied by bleeding and pain? It is 
generally believed that labor and delivery were not intended to be 
extremely painful and d.ifficul t. Women experience severe pain in child-
birth as a result of a variety of socio-cultural factors. Therefore, if 
cultural influences prohibit wanen fran achieving the utmost gratifica-
tion fran their most important function, what can educators, health 
6M3.ternity Center Association, Understanding Natural Childbirth, 
<New York: Maternity Center Association, 1960), p. '+. 
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persormel, and others do to eliminate or alter these negative influences? 
When the positive and negative factors which contribute to 
childbirth are identified, the nurs_e can be more cognizant of the 
patient's needs. She will be more able to help prospective parents to 
prepare for this experience. She will be more able to provide for and 
give effective care to the mother in labor and delivery, giving con-
sideration to spiritual, emotional, and physicc:I factors in a manner 
appropriate to the individual patient-family needs. 
Also, knowledge of this kind can be used as a basis in nursing 
education to j)I"'lllte and perpetuate a quality of nursing care 'Which 
enhances the Phildbirth experience for the mother and the father, and 
reinforces thj2 family concept. 
A stu::ly of the subjective experiences women have in childbirth 
is needed beo3.use of the diversity of opinions regarding the factors 
which have been shown to contribute to easier and more pleasant labor 
and deli very F!xperiences. 
This ~tudy is an attempt to identify how wanen anticipated and 
experienced ljilior and delivery. The study should show if the subjective 
experience of those women 'Who were educated and trained for prepared 
childbirth diFfered fran the subjective experience of those vonen who 
did not receive formal preparation for childbirth. 
Scope and Delimitation 
Fourt~en couples participated in the study. Group I consisted 
of eight wanert, all of whom received fonnal instruction in the theory 
and exercises of prepared childbirth. Seven of the husbands received 
7 
preparation in the theory and were familiarized with the exercises. 
Group II consisted of six wanen. Neither the husband nor the wife 
attended any expectant p3I'ent classes. All of the wanen in the study 
were under the care of a private physician. A semi-structured open 
ended interview guide v.as used to elicit a subjective narrative response. 
Interviews were conducted before and after the birth of the 
respondent's child. In the "before" intetview, the prospective mother 
was asked to describe what she expected labor and deli very would be like 
for her. In the "after" intetview, the mother was asked to describe her 
actual labor and delivery experience. As the mothers related events, 
they were encouraged when necessary to describe the physical feelings 
and emotional reactions that they either expected to experience or did 
experience during labor and deli very. The prepared group of parents were 
asked to tell why they had elected to attend classes and the way in which 
the classes did or did not prepare them for their labor and deli very 
experience. 
'The findings of the study can not be generalized because the 
sample is not representative of a population and is small in number. 
The mothers Who were selected to participate in the study met the follow-
ing criteria: (1) married; (2) anticipated a nonna.l vaginal delivery; 
( 3) antici pa. ted a heal thy infant; and, ( l.f.) did not anticipate a need for 
amnesic drugs. Criteria for Group I also included: (1) attended classes 
for prepared childbirth; and, (2) practiced the exercises for preparation 
to educated childbirth. 
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Definition of Terms 
Prepared Childbirth: Childbirth in which the wanan particip3.tes 
physically and emotiona.ll y as a result of 
far.mal preparation. 
Support: The physical presence and/ or emotional reassurance of 
another hunan being. 
Preview of Methodology 
The sample was selected through the cooperation of private 
physicians. Characteristics were defined to enable selection on the 
:tasis of matching and random assigrunent. Requirements for selection 
needed to be changed because of an ina.bili ty to meet the previously 
determined criteria; however, those individuals who were selected did 
meet certain basic requirements. 
Two groups were selected. The one differed from the other in 
that one group had been exposed to classes for pre:p3red childbirth. 
The instrument for data collection vas a semi-structured, open 
ended interview guide. This allowed each respondent to reply in a sub-
jective and narrative manner. Bias vas reduced in that the interview 
provided for spontaneity, and all interviews were conducted by the same 
interviewer. The interview guide was standardized, and responses were 
recorded verb3. tim. 
Each group was interviewed before and after the childbirth ex-
perience. The responses were analyzed in relation to the data obtained. 
Categories were established for each group which characterized the major 
points in their "before" and "after" responses. These findings were 
then analyzed in relation to whether or not the group had attended 
prepared childbirth classes. 
CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF 1HE STUDY 
Biologically and culturally the most desired and dignified status 
that a wcm:m can achieve is that of motherhood. During the phase of 
pregnancy, the woman undergoes profound physiological and psychological 
changes. Because of these changes, pregnancy is regarded as a period of 
crisis, and is _characterized by phenanena which are also characteristic 
of other developnen:tal or na turatianal phases in an individual's life. 
They are: 
••• as in puberty and menopause, new and increased libidinal 
and adjustive tasks ••• leading to the revival and simulta-
neous errergence of unsettled conflicts fran earlier develop-
mental phases and to the loosening of partial or inadequate 
solutions of the pa.st.l 
Caplan2 states that this intrapsychic disequilibrium ". • .in-
volves a shift between the woman's ego and her unconscious forces.• 
McLaughlin~ states that the nornal defensive mechanisms become inadequate 
in pregnancy because external pursuits and responsibilities which pro-
vided for the sublination of energy are decreased. The woman's role is 
~ete L. Bibring, "Sane Considerations of the Psychological 
Processes in Pregnancy,'; a reprint fiUil ~ Psychoanalytic Study of the 
Child, XIV (1959), 116. · 
2Ge.rald Caplan, "Psychological Aspects of Ma.ternity Care," 
American Journal of Public Health, XXXXVII (January, 1957), 30. 
3 John J. McLaughlin, "Emotional Problems 1:n Pregnancy," The 
Bulletin of Maternal Welfare, V (September-October, 1958), ll. 
9 
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changing from that of a receiving person to that of a giving person. 
She feels a great need for recognition and spends much more time in con-
templation and introspection. Even though the pr>egnant wan:m intellect-
ually may recognize that childbirth is relatively safe, she, like her 
uninformed sister, has apprehensions of the dangers and effects of 
pr>egnancy, labor, delivery, and the child-to-be. 
Caplan ,has found that much of the anxiety that the wanen experi-
ence is of a "free floating" type. Some of the fears which are experi-
enced early in pr>egnancy are: loss of a slender figure, loss of sexual 
attractiveness or function, and fear that the physical changes of preg-
nancy will lessen their husband's affection and love. Women show concern 
about their health and self care; and that their activity or heredity 
factors might m3I'k the unborn child. 4 As ~ts become cognizant of 
first movements of the fetus, they become concerned about its growth 
and development. Women also have fears of their ability to accept the 
responsibility of motherhood and child care. 5 As the mother enters into 
her eighth month of pregnancy or the last half of the third trimester, 
her apprehensions increase. 6, 7 She becomes concerned that her child 
'+Ramsdell James Blocs, "Causes of Fear Among Obstetric Patients," 
Journal of American Medical Associa tian, CXXXXIV (December 16, 19 50) , 
1359. -
SNOI'J'Ian Chivers, "Practical Approaches to flwtianal Factors in 
Pregnancy," The Bulletin of Maternal and Infant Health, VIII, No. 1 
(1961), 22. - - -- . 
6stuart Augusta Clay, "Guidance in Maternal and Infant Care Two 
Months Before and After the Birth of the First Born," Pediatrics, VIII 
(August, 1961), 201. 
?Elaine R. Gr:>irrm, "Psychological Tension in Pregnancy," Psycho-
somatic Medicine, XXIII (November-December, 1961), 525. 
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may be born ma.lfonned or retarded, tha. t she might deliver twins, that 
she may miscarry, or that she might even deliver unattended. Just prior 
to labor, parents become concerned. and seek infonration about hospital 
regulations and med.ical treailnents. If questions are answered fully, 
their anxiety subsides. If information is withheld, fears are rein-
forced. 
The unanswered question that wanen have as they anticipa.te labor 
is, "Will I be able to tolerate the pain?" The thought of suffering for 
hours without relief is overwhelming and often women approach labor with 
dread. 8,9,10 Karlchnerll studied five hundred private patients to deter-
mine their attitude toward labor. He found that as anxiety and fear 
increased, emotional and physical discanfort increased which resulted in 
an unpleasant and unsatisfactory labor. 
Loesch and Greenbergl2 pointed out sane of the sirnilari ties and 
differences in the preoccupa.tions and conflicts during pregnancy and 
regarding labor and deli very as experienced by married and unrrarried 
pregnant wanen. They found that the 'WCIIlen were eager to verba.lize their 
fears. They believe that the underlying cause of many of the fantasies 
SA. A. Robin, "The Psychological Changes of NOI'IIB.l Parturition," 
The Psychiatric Quarterly, XXXVI, No. 1 (1962), 129-149. 
9clay, loc. cit. 
lOchivers, loc. cit. 
llrred Karlchner, "A Study of the Emotional Reactions During 
Labor," American Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology, LX (1950), 19-29. 
12John G. Loesch and Nahma.n H. Greenberg, "Some Specific Areas of 
Conflict Observed During Pregnancy: A Canparative Study of Married and 
Unnarried Pregnant Wanen," American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, XXXIII 
(July, 1962), 631. 
12 
is a deep anxiety about death and body mutilation. This confirms the 
findings of other investigators.l3,14 Deutsch states that the fears of 
delivery are "· •• intensifications of a deep heredit.ary fear of 
death. • • • nl5 This death fear also occurs if the wanan is unable to 
separate the identity of the child from herself, and if she has not re-
solved guilt feelings tovard her own mother.l6 At times, the fear of 
death is verbalized in concerns of hemorrhaging to death, not awakening 
fran "twilight sleep," of being " ••• torn open and darna.ged internal-
ly, nl7 or in the query, "How can a full size baby cane out of such a 
small opening?" Extreme alann is sometimes aroused in wcmen when they 
experience the gush of fluid as the membranes rupture or when the bear-
ing down urge is felt. These sensations provoke the p3.inful emotional 
reactions that these individuals experienced when they were bowel and 
bladder trained.l8,19 
Both caplan20 and Bibring21 emphasize that emotional and 
13Louis H. Cohen, "Psychiatric Aspects of Child-bearing," Yale 
Journal of Biology and Medicine, XYI (October, 1943), 81. --
14Karlclmer, 5?£• cit., 29. 
lSrielen Deutsch, "Deli very," The Psychology of Wanen, Vol. II: 
Motherhood (New York: Grone and Stratton, 1945), 2Ib-17. 
16Ibid., 216-17. 
17Ernest Jones, "Psychology and Childbirth," Lancet (June 6, 
1942), 695. 
18Karlchner, ~· cit., 28. 
19neutsch, ~· cit., 219. 
20Gerald Caplan, "The Mental Hygiene Role of the Nurse in M3.ter-
nal and Child Care," Nursing Outlook,- II (January, 1954), 14. 
21Bibring, loc. cit. 
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psychological support from a warm, interested, understanding and accept-
ing environment are essential for the developnent of the wanan' s ego 
strength. The emotional conflicts which re-emerge during pregnancy con-
tribute to greater maturational integration and healthier relationships 
because the wanan again has an opportunity to rna.ster those phases of 
developnent which she previously had mobilized through defense mecha.-
nisms. Loesch22 confirmed this finding in his study. The women all 
desired saneone to whom they felt close to be present during their labor. 
This person seemed to be regarded as a source of protection and security. 
The wanen also expressed a desire to be awake at the moment of birth or 
imned.ia tely afterward. 
The added knowledge of same of the psychological processes that 
occur in pregnancy provide a broader basis for understanding the be-
havior and needs of pregnant 'WOIIlen, particularly at the time of labor 
and delivery. Clay23 conducted a study to identify what guidance was 
wanted, needed, and offered during the labor and delivery period. The 
sample consisted of eleven expecTant mothers and eight husbands. Infor-
mation was gained through weekly visits to the respondents' homes two 
months before and two months after the birth of the child. In addition 
to the findings already mentioned, the fathers showed increased anxiety 
as tenn neared. They sought infonnation about childbirth and labor. 
During the labor period, the husbands stated that they were fearful and 
felt lonely. Both husbanc:Band wives felt the need for professional 
explanation, reports of progress, and reassurance. Mmy husbands and 
22r..oesch, ~· cit., _630-31. 
23c1a o. cit., 202-03. 
1~ 
wives stated th:it they wanted to be together during labor because every-
thing and everyone vas unfamiliar. The husband's interest and encourage-
ment helped to contribute to the wife's self-control and canfort. When 
the woman vas left alone, she felt more apprehensive. Her apprehension 
increased when she heard other women crying and screaming. At times she 
v.as unable to cooperate because she did not understand directions. Sane 
stated th:it they became confused after they received medication. The 
general feeling of the women after their childbirth experience v.as that 
their greatest needs were: instruction fran the doctor prior to labor, 
personal interest and continuity of care, and the presence of their 
husband, if they so desired.. 
Lesser and Keane2~ in 1956 studied the relationship between the 
functions of professional nurses and services desired by patients in a 
hospital maternity service. Their findings ~re based on interviews with 
nurses and mothers. The mothers were interviewed in the antepartal and 
postpartal period. They interviewed the mothers in regard to met and 
unmet physical and emotional needs during their first and second preg-
nancy, those associated with labor, delivery, the care of the baby and, 
those which relate to the mother's physical and emotional care in the 
early puerperium during hospi taliza.tion. 
A canprehensive review of the literature revealed that a wan:m's 
physical needs are often closely associated with her emotional needs. 
Emotional needs are first met by an investment of her confidence in the 
doctor, nurse, and the hospital's ability to carry her safely through 
2~ion s. Lesser and Vera R. Keane, Nurse-Patient Relationships 
in a Hostital Maternity Service (New York: The C. V. MOsby Co., 1956), 
pp.J..-30 • 
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this critical period. She looks to them for physical care and emotional 
reassurance, both of which bolster her self-confidence. 
She is most canforta.ble supported by warm, accepting, and under-
standing persons. This is achieved by having her husband and/or doctor 
present during her labor, and by being cared for by a nurse with these 
characteristics. She looks to them to sustain her by their physical 
presence, by talking to her, by infonning her of her progress, by re~ 
assuring her of what lies ahead, by encouraging her in her efforts to 
renain calm and relaxed, or in coaching her to relax and to use con-
trolled breathing techniques; and by accepting her feelings, reactions, 
and behavior. 
If she was previously informed of the signs, stages, and proc-
esses of labor:'; what to expect in the hospital in regard to care and 
routines; and self-help techniques; she can enjoy a peaceful and canfort-
cible labor, unless a canplication does arise. Even then, it has been 
found that a wanan thus prep:tred and cared for understands and accepts an 
explanation of the unforeseen more calmly than one who is not. 
Physical! y, the laboring wanan wishes to experience a minimum of 
pain. Depending upon the individual, pain relief is expected to be 
achieved in a variety of ways. The ma.jori ty of wanen in our culture ex-
pect to gain relief with p:1in-relieving medication or anesthesia. When, 
through experience, these wanen discover that the medication does not 
eliminate the p:1in or that anesthesia is not administered until after 
they have experienced much p:1in, they ·often become upset because they 
believe that there are no other helpful measures. Thus, they lose oanfi-
dence in the method, and their fears of childbirth are reinforced. 
16 
Conversely, if the technique does afford them comfort, whether it be 
analgesia, anesthesia, or prep3I'ed childbirth with relaxation and con-
trolled breathing techniques; they tend to idealize it. 
Keane further stated that: 
Lesser and 
the wanen who appear most satisfied with the amount of pain 
relief they experience during labor are those who utilize 
both medication and self-help techniques. The :p:l.in relief 
derived from such devices as controlled breathing, relaxa-
tion, sacral pressure, and correct positioning, is given 
ample testimony, not only among 'prepared' wcmen but 
'unprep3I'ed' as -well. 2 6 
Wanen who have not prepared themselves with relaxation exercises 
and controlled breathing prior to lalx>r often expect the nurse to guide 
them in these measures in the hospital. When the nurse fails to do this, 
the :p:itient becanes more apprehensive for she realizes that she has no 
control of that which is happening to her. 
To comply to the needs of young couples now, there is an impetus 
in the developnent of childbirth and :p:irenthood classes. Corbin states: 
The concept of good rra terni ty care has been enlarged by the 
felt and expressed needs of the people served, as well as by 
a beginning realization that everything affecting the health 
and happiness of the pregnant waran and her family must be 
taken into account in providing service for her. It is begin-
ning to be understood that the quality of the childbearing, 
and the satisfaction derived fran it, rray affect the develop-
ment of rraternal feelings.27 
The challenge of providing p3I'ents with the experience they 
25rbid., 219-20. 
26rbid. , 220. 
27Hazel Corbin, "M3.ternity Nursing Education--Yesterday, Today, 
and Tomorrow," Nursing Outlook, VII (February, 1959), 83. 
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desire and the infonna.tion that they WIDt to know is great. Smith adds 
that: 
The multiple disciplines, fran educator to hospital admini-
strator to hospital personnel including all groups rendering 
service or sharing responsibility have an obligation to see 
that they discharge their role in preparing parents emoticn-
ally, spiritually, and physically in the best manner possible. 
The lack of preparation for successful childbearing and parent-
hood may contribute to the failures and breakdown in family 
circles present in every camnuni ty. 2 8 
To meet this challenge, obstetricians, midwives, nurses, and parents have 
utilized methods of anticipatory guidance, offering knowledge and prepa-
ration for the childbirth experience to increase the 'WOllai1 1 s sense of 
security and confidence. These methods enable her to experience labor as 
a psychologically and emotianall y rewarding experience as well as one 
which is physically safe for herself and for the baby. Her acquired 
understanding allows her to regard pregnancy, labor, and parturition as 
a natural, physiological function. Mothers-to-be now are able to experi-
ence labor in a conscious state and to witness and participate in the 
actual birth process. During her participation, the mother experiences 
no more pain than she is willing to bear, she is recognized as an indi-
vidual and, her physical and emotional needs are met more completely. 
The period of pregnancy is recognized as one of readiness to 
learn. The nature of the content of childbirth programs is such that it 
haS persanal meaning for both of the prospective parents. Corbin states 
28John c. Smith, "Parent Education--Whose Responsibility?" The 
Bulletin of Maternal Welfare, V (July-August, 1958), 9. 
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This desire to learn and groo helps them to look at them-
selves more awarel y, as indi victuals and as members of a 
family, and thus lay a social foundation for mature living. 29 
The presentation, number, size, location, organization and sponsorship 
of the classes for prep:ired childbirth differ according to the needs of 
the gt'Ollp and the teacher's qualifications. Whether the method of child-
birth be that of React,30 with adaptations by Thans31 and HeardsJnan32 or 
the Lamaze33 ,34 method of psychoprophylaxis, in which the underlying 
basis, rationale, an@ the breathing techniques differ, all are: 
designed to educate and prep:ire a wanan for the inevitable 
natural and expected travail and pain associated with labor 
and delivery so that she need not approach it with apprehen-
sion and fear, but, rather, with anticip3.tion and confidence, 
with awareness of the process through which she is aboo t to 
go; with the knooledge that should she need it and desire it, 
She will receive whatever analgesia or anesthesia is considered 
necessary; and that She has within reach every available modern 
aid to obstetrics which will be instantly used if necessary for 
the culmination of this experience in safety to her and her 
unborn chilct.35 
29Hazel Corbin, "Pregnancy--A Time to Teach," Briefs, XX 
(September, 1956), 108. 
30Grantley Dick Read, Childbirth Without Fear (New York: Harper 
and Brothers, 1944). 
31Herbert. Thans, Training for Childbirth (New York: McGraw-Hill 
Company, Inc., 1950). 
32Helen Heard$IDCID, A Way to Natural Childbirth (Baltimore: 
Williams and Wilkins Co., 1949 • 
The 
33L. R. Celestin, Painless Childbirth, trans. Fernand Lamaze 
(Landon: Burke Publishing Co., Ltd., 1958). 
. 
34-nenise Lloyd, Childbirth Withoot Pain, trans. Pierre Vellay 
(New York: E. P. Dutton and Co., Iric., 1960). 
35c •. Lee Buxton, "An Evaluatioo. of a Prep:ired Childbirth Program;' 
New York Swte Journal of Medicine, Part I (September, 1956), 2660. 
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Thus, both methods ha.ve the canmon objective that childbirth be a com-
fortable and remrding experience. "The major facets of a prep3red 
childbirth program are rna ternal prep3ration (classes) , exercises, and 
support. n36 
The classes prepare her to understand the processes of and re-
lating to labor and :parturition, what her needs will be, heM care will be 
given to meet these needs, and what she can do to assist the childbirth 
process. The type of self-help she learns consists of ". • .exercise 
techniques aimed at muscular control, body relaxation, breath control, 
and posture betterment. n37 The support she receives is both emotional 
and physical. Her obstetrician offers both since he is present during 
the period of her active labor. In most cases a skilled obstetrical 
nurse is present and is of irrmense value by recognizing and caring for 
the wanan 1 s physical and emotional needs, and in establishing and main-
taining an appropriate envirorunent in which the wanan is able to utilize 
her prep3ration. 
If the husband and wife so desire, and he is penni tted by the 
hospital, he may rerrain with his wife through labor and/or delivery. The 
canbination of these factors result in a more natural birth, with the 
mother relaxed and calm. The mother is able to retain physieal and 
36clarence D. Davis and Frank A. Morrone, "An Objective Evaluation 
of a Prepared Childbirth Program," American Journal of Obstetrics and 
Gynecology, LXXXIV (November 1, 1962), 1196. - -
3 7Herbert Thans, "Prep3.I'ation for Parenthood in the Childbirth 
Program," Obstetrics and Gynecology, X (October, 1957), 4-34-. 
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emotional control because of her ability to assist the process with sup-
port and reassurance. This permits her to experience labor and delivery 
with minimal, if any, medication. Furthermore, this assures her and her 
infant greater physical safety. Because of physical and eJrotional con-
trol, she is able to rerrain conscious and alert. She may :participate 
actively in the birth of her child, by controlling her urge to push, and 
achieving a maternal emotion which is usually described as supremely 
exhilarating. 38 
Deutsch39 states that the wanan who actively participates during 
childbirth, and is united with her child as soon as possible, derives 
emotional satisfaction that women receiving anesthesia do not derive. 
Many reports have been written which describe the medical advantages of 
prep3.red childbirth. 40 ' 41' 42 ' 43 ' 44 Sane of them do differ in their 
3 8Priscilla Richardson Ulin, "The Exhilarating Moment of Birth," 
American Journal of Nursing, LXIII (June, 1963), 67. 
39Deutsch, ~· cit., 255. 
40william Van Auken and David R. Tcmlinson, "An Appraisal of 
Patient-Training for Childbirth," American Journal of Obstetrics and 
Gynecology, LXCI (July-December, 1955), lbo-105. 
41Marion Laird and .Margaret Hogan, "An Elective Program on Prepa-
ration for Childbirth at the Sloane Hospital for Wanen," American 
Journal of Obstetrics and 8ynecology., LXXII (September, ~956), 641-47. 
42earl Tupper, "Condition for Childbirth," American Journal of 
Obstetrics and Gynecology, LXXI (April, 19 56) , 7 3 3-40. 
43H. Thoms and William C. Billings, "A Consideration of Child-
birth Programs," New England Journal of Medicine, CCLV (November 1, 
1956), 860-68. 
44H. Thans and Robert H. Wyatt, "One Thousand Consecutive Deliv-
eries Under Training for Childbirth Programs," American Journal of 
Obstetrics and Gynecology, LXI (January, 1951), 205-09. 
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statistics. These relate to this study in that prepared mothers appre-
ciate an alert, conscious deli very in which they are able to participate, 
have a shorter than average labor, have fewer complications, have a feel-
ing of pride and physical well-being, and have a rapid recovery allowing 
for earlier arnbulation. 45 Other articles describe the advantages and/or 
disadvantages to the practitioner. 46 One of the most emotiooall y reward-
ing experiences for a physician or nurse is to see the high degree of 
enthusiasm V\O!len elicit at the time of birth. 
Senders47 states, "Childbirth is a painful process, yet wanen 
in increasing numbers appear, paradoxically, to be not only bearing pain, 
but liking and demanding it." She states that a wanan is prepared for 
labor, vicariously, in class. As the labor progresses, according to her 
expectations, the satisfaction gained fran her learned behavior serves 
as a stimulus so that she can again respond, appropriately, and thus 
this acts as a secmdary reinforcement. As the contractions becane 
closer and stronger the WOffi311 feels pain, but the pain is neutralized 
and may be welcaned because it acts as a secondary reinforcement indicat-
ing that the long awaited birth is approaching. ·At the moment of birth, 
which is the gcal, the wanan expresses sudden relief. Thus, this ex-
plains the joy these wanen usually express during delivery. After the 
4~io A. Castallo, "Pre:p3ring Parents for Parenthood," Journal 
of American Medical Association, CLXVI (April 16, 1958), 1971. 
46Thaddeus Montganery, "Conservative Obstetrics in a Modem 
World," American Journal of Obstetrics ~ Gynecology, LXXI (March, 
1956)' 469-75. 
47virginia L. Senders, "After Office Hours: An Academic Psychol 
gist lJ:>aks at Na tura1 Childbirth," Obstetrics and Gynecology, XIV 
(December, 1959), 820-24. 
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child is born, the stimulus of the coo.tractions no longer serve as a 
reinforcement; consequently wanen often complain of discanfort for the 
first time in the third stage of labor. She can be rewarded with praise, 
encouragement, and reassurance. 
Women who attempt prepared childbirth by only reading, may feel 
pain. Classes provide for overlearning of responses with emphasis on 
detail--thus enabling their use during a period of stress. Opposing this 
principle is the fact that the wanen are alvays told that they must be 
ready to accept the unforeseen. Then, if the unforeseen does arise, they 
are more able to accept it. 48 Additioo.ally, all wanen are told that 
pr-ep:rred childbirth is not painless childbirth. All are instructed that 
medication is available at their request. Sometimes small amounts are 
needed to prcmote relaxation so that they can continue to particip3.te. 
Newton, 49 in a study of naterna.l and other feminine emotions, found that 
"VKrnen who felt positively about birth ••• were ••• apt to want to 
breast feed and almost always enjoyed the rooming-in care of their 
babies. They had more babies." 
As said earlier, husbands are beccming more actively involved 
in the birth process. Lanmert and Bradley50 believe that a husband's 
particip3.tion in labor and delivery, reganiless if he has or has not hid 
~lassroom preparation, is feasible and consistent to good obstetrical 
48Ibid. 
4%iles Newton, "Women's Feelings About Childbirth," M3.ternal 
Emotions (New York: Paul B. Roeber, Inc., 1955), P• 40. 
50 Albert C. Lammert and Vernon F. Bradley, "Family-Centered 
Obstetrics: An Evaluation," Cleveland Clinic Quarterly, XXVIII (October, 
1961)' 260. 
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practice. An increasing number of husbands are expressing a desire to be 
with their wives during this major life experience. The chief complaint 
of women in labor has always been of loneliness. 51 The first person mar-
ried women turn to is their husband, particularly if they are distressed. 
Genne52 states, "The husband is the most important single influence on 
his wife." Brew53 states that education is the " ••• best way to promote 
a stable marTiage and family life." Witil the advent of prepared child-
birtil classes and increased emphasis on family-centered-maternity care, 
many husbands are enthusiastically sharing the birth experience. He rray 
attend all of the classes and exercise sessions with his wife, or perhaps 
attend only a few of the classes particular 1 y designed to meet his needs. 
He gains an awareness of what pregnancy, labor, and delivery entail. He 
learns to understand the processes and is acquainted with how his wife 1 s 
physical and emoticnal needs rray change. The fears of both the husband 
and the wife are often allayed as they realize that others share them 
too. He rray have concerns that the child be rralformed or stillborn, or 
that harm may befall either his wife or the child at birth. Most fathers 
1 . . 5'+ have t:1ese anXI.etl.es. 
The husband learns that his physical presence is very important 
to his wife during the labor period. He can offer her support, 
51Helen Brew, "Ante-natal Education as Parents See It," Child-
Family Digest, XVII (November-December, 1958), 78. 
52william H. Genne, "Husbands are Pregnant, Too!" Husbands and 
Pregnancy (New York: Association Press, 1956), p. 15. 
53Brew, ~· cit., 80. 
S'+GJ:>egory Zilboorg, "The Clinical Issues of Post Partum Ps~ho­
pa_thological Reactions~" American Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology, 
LXXIII {february, 1957J, 309. -- ---
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reassurance, and encouragement. He nay want to hold her hand or apply 
pressure to her lower back when she canplains of discanfort. He nay give 
her ice chips when her mouth feels dry. Often husbands coach their wives 
in relaxing and breathing. Bradley5 5 reports that "We are convinced that 
without the careful guidance of trained husbands, our statistics on unan-
esthetized births could not exist ( 93 per cent of vaginal deliveries)." 
Rutger•s University School of Nursing sent questiormaire to 300 
expectant new fathers and surveyed their attitudes in relation to the 
prenatal and postnatal pericx:i. Their findings in regard to the labor 
and delivery pericx:i were: 
1. If the hospital allowed: 
51 ~--I would like to stay with my wife during her 
labor. 
56%--I feel that she would be happier with me at 
her side during 1~. 
7~-~y wife wouldn't want me around during labor. 
1%--I think a nan has no place around a maternity 
hospital. 
31%--I feel my wife would be better off if I left 
her care to the nurses and doctors. 
(Many men wrote in that they were pleased to 
leave the technical care to professionals, 
but. would still want to be with their wives.) 
30%--I would like to be present in the delivery 
roan when my baby is born. 
10%--I don't want any part of the birth roam. 
(There were other questions in this group 
about sex of the baby--the great majority 
expressed no preference.)56 
55Robert A. Bradley, "Father's Presence in Deli very Rooms," a 
reprint fran Psychosanatics, III (November-December, 1962), 2. 
56Rutger' s University School of Nursing, "The M3le Viewpoint," 
Briefs, XXI (December, 1957), 155. 
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Bradley found that 45 per cent or 231 couples of a total of 513 attended 
classes. However, the husband chose to be with his wife during her la-
bor and delivery in 450 of the deliveries, or 87 per cent. 57 Bradley in 
delivering over 4,000 births has had more than 95 per cent of the hus-
bands with their wives in the delivery roan. Originally he found that 
75 per cent of them were uncertain, but after an orientation of what to 
expect labor to be like for his wife (discussion and pictures), and a 
toor of the hospital, he ". • • becanes a proud useful canpanion, who by 
his presence elicits peaceful cooperation fran his beloved wife in the 
enobling act of bearing his child. n58 He found that multiparae whose 
husband joined them in class, labor and delivery requested no medication 
before delivery. Only 28 per cent of the women who attended class but 
were not attended by their husband in labor and delivery did not receive 
medication. 59 As of the present, many hospitals still exclude the 
father fran the labor roan and most exclude him from the delivery roan. 
Psychologists have always said that amnesia occurs after child-
birth and that only the pleasant impressions persist. 
Freedman, et al. 60 did a study " ••• to investigate the varia-
tions in remembrance of the physiological events and affective responses 
related to childbirth." A canp:~rison was ma.de between a narrative 
57I..ammert and Bradley, ~· cit., 258. 
58 1 . 6 Brad ey, ~· c1t., • 
59Larrmert and Bradley, ~· cit., 259. 
601a.wrence z. Freedman, Frederick C. Redlick, Leonard D. Eron, 
and Edith B. Jackson, "Training for Childbirth: Remembrance of labor," 
Psychosanatics Medicine, XI, No. 6 (1952), 439-52. 
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report by the mother after the birth and the recorded observations of a 
house officer, nurse, and psychiatrist. The wanen participating in the 
study were similar in identifying characteristics and had all attended 
classes for :prepared childbirth. Their results ewe highly significant. 
They found that ". • .no gross generalized amnesic :process of child-
birth. • • n61 occu:rTed, in the irrmediate post-partum period, six weeks 
later or six months later. 
Other findings were that: "The mothers tended to rate ••• (them-
selves) as :raving suffered sanewhat less anxiety and discanfort and as 
having offered more cooperation than the staff observed. "62 Also that 
the mothers had experienced emotions 'Vtlich the observers had not been 
aware. They related 11 • • .manents of exci ternent and elation, pleasure 
and pain, and interpersonal relations •••• n63 
The mothers recalled objective facts more easily than those with 
a high subjective-a.ffective component. The mothers unifonnly recalled 
their overt negative behavior of crying, screaming, and moaning; and 
feelings of pain and fear. However, states of anxiety or 11 ••• of ap-
:prehension arising primarily fran internal motivational and adaptational 
conflicts. which is characterized by. an inability to act--is more :prone 
to armestic and para.mnestic changes. n64 
Glrbid., P• 445. 
62rbid., P• 446. 
63r:b·d. 
. _2:_·' p. 451. 
64rbid., p. 450. 
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They thus concluded that f~etting is a psychological adapta-
tiona.l resolution to conflict-producing situations that are not able to 
be resolved in any other manner. 
The mothers were able to recall the first stage of labor with 
impressive detail. All stated that they were most relieved when labor 
began that soon the pregnancy would end. Most of the mothers recall 
transition to be a stage in which their acuity to external factors was 
limited. Most identified it as one of great effort. They stated that 
personnel often mistook facial expressicns and noises of effort as pain. 
There was little or no pain except when the head was delivered. This was 
recalled as the most painful manent. Preceding this, sane experienced 
the sensation of their perineum bursting. 
'Ihe description of the third stage did change as time elapsed. Ir. 
earlier interviews, the mothers recall feelings of relief, contentment, 
and euphoric happiness as they saw their baby after its birth. In later 
interviews, the mothers recall the third stage as being irTi tating, 
prolonged and anticlimactic as the placenta was expressed and the 
episiotomy was repaired. 
Education seemed to influence behavior. Direct expression of 
aggressicn or affect were inhibited. Those with a college education were 
motivated to do well. If they did not do well, they were more self 
critical than those without a college education. 
Deutsch65 states that the difference between first or later 
deliveries is that these factors usually seem more pronounced in the firs-~ 
65 . 
Deutsch, ~· cit., 211. 
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delivery. Differences may be due to altera:ti.ans in the life situation. 
Lesser and Keane point out that f:rom a previous experience, a 
wanan is able to identify her needs, how e>q>eriences satisfied her, and 
describe those things that dissatisfied her. They state, "It is signifi-
cant, that, after their own first experience, the primigravidae describe 
identical needs, and express the same satisfaction and dissatisfaction 
with the nursing care received, as do the multigravidae in their initial 
interviews." 6 6 
HYPO'IHESIS 
Wanen prepared for childbirth do experience more satisfying labo 
and deliveries than those who are unprepared. Consideration will be giv 
primarily to those aspects of the methods which helped the women to meet 
their needs, emotional and physical. 
66 . 99 Lesser and Keane, ~· Cl.t., P• • 
CHAPI'ER III 
ME.TIIOOOLOGY 
OVERVIEW: To identify the concerns, needs, satisfactions, and experi-
ences that two grpups of mothers anticipated about childbirth and those 
they experienced during labor and deli very. One gr-oup had attended 
classes for prepared childbirth, and the other had not. 
§election and Description of the Sample 
The study involved fourteen obstetrical patients. Patients of 
private physicians were selected so that all patients had a past history 
of receiving consistent obstetrical care. 
Information of the patient's name, address, telephone mnnber, 
gravida, expected date of confinement and anticipated type of delivery 
was obtained fran the physician. 
All patients met the basic criteria. These criteria were: 
married, anticipated a healthy child, anticipated a nonna.l vaginal 
delivery, and did not expect to receive amnesic drugs during labor. 
Eight patients attended classes and were trained and educated 
for prepared childbirth. They are called "Prepared" or Group I. They, 
as well as their husbands, had read books on pregnancy and childbirth an 
had seen movies of actual births. Seven of their husbands attended the 
classes and became familiar with the exercises that their wives were 
learning far relaxation and controlled breathing. Three of the husbands 
·29 
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supported their wives through labor and delivery. '1\.x) of the wanen were 
supported by their husband during labor, only. Another two were support-
ed during labor by both their husband and a moni triest, and supported 
during delivery by the latter. All were attended by their obstetrician 
in the active phase of their ~ as well as during the delivery. 
Two of the wanen were expecting their third child. One had pre-
viously attempted prep3.red childbirth through infonra tion gained from 
reading; however, she had to have spinal anesthesia for both deliveries. 
The other wanan, with her husband, p3.rticipated in the birth of 
her two children. She had local anesthesia and 50 milligrams of demerol 
for the first delivery and pudendal anesthesia and no medication for the 
second birth. They had attended fonral classes. 
The waran who was expecting her second child had also desired to 
have prep3.red childbirth for her first child, but had to have spinal 
anesthesia. 
All three mothers conmented that after they had received 
analgesic medication during -their first labor, they were unable to con-
centrate or do the breathing and relaxing exercises proper 1 y. 
The other five wanen were expecting their first child. 
The wanen ranged in age fran 23 to 32 years of age, the median 
age being 24.5 years. 
All had had advanced education. Four were graduate nurses. One 
was a medical student, and the remaining four had attended college three 
and one-half to seven years. 
Group II ( unprep3.I'ed) consisted of six expectant mothers. They 
did not attend prenatal classes. All except one mother had dane sane 
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reading during pregnancy in prep3I'ation for childbirth. 
Two were graduate nurses, one was a college graduate, one had 
tw:::> years of college educa tic:n, another had attended a business school, 
and the other was a high school graduate. 
The age of the wcmen in Group II ranged fran 21 to 25 years of 
age. The mean age vas 2 3 • 6 6 years. 
Four of the wcmen in Group II were primip3I'ae. The remaining two 
wcrnen were expecting their second child. One had had spinal anesthesia 
for her previous deli very and the other had been unconscious. Both had 
the same type of anesthesia for this delivery, the latter being gas, 
ether, and oxygen. Three of the other wanen in Group II received spinal 
anesthesia and one received nitrous oxide. Forceps were used for five 
of the births. 
During labor, none of the wanen had their husband present. 
The training for prep3I'ed childbirth is offered in two types of 
classes. The purpose of both courses is to prep3I'e the mind and train 
the body for active p3I'ticipation by the woman, with a feeling of joy, 
achiev~t, and dignity, in the nornal biological function of child-
birth. The instructors are nurses with advanced graduate education and 
experience in obstetrics. Additionally, each of the instructors had 
given birth to children by the method which they were teaching. In one 
course, volunteers assist in the supervision of the exercise practice. 
The core of the theory content entails the development of posi-
tive attitudes toward childbearing, an understanding of the childbirth 
process, and physical preparation which enables the wanan to suppress 
pain and p3I'ticipate fully in the birth of her child. The course is 
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designed to include the father and enhance his understanding and p3.rti-
cip3.tion in childbirth. This "togetherness" fosters the developnent of 
the family. 
The one course consists of five or six two-hour sessions for 
both the husband and the wife. The other course consists of eight two-
hour sessions. This differs fran the other in that pregnancy and breast 
feeding are discussed. The fathers attend two of the sessions. The 
teaching methods used are: lecture, discussion, visual and audio aids, 
and reading. The wanen acquire the training for childbirth through 
demonstration and practice. The classes are small in size which allows 
for much individual consideration and attention. One course is con-
ducted in a physician's office; whereas, the other is conducted in the 
instructor 1 s hane. 
Time and Place of the Study 
Data was collected during the span of ten weeks. The time of the 
"before" interview ranged from one-half day to t:'h.ii!ty-two days before 
delivery, the median being seven days. Interviews after the birth of the 
baby were conducted fran eight days to twenty-nine days after the de-
livery date, the median being fifteen and one-half days. All interviews 
except one were conducted in the couple 1 s hane, with both husband and 
wife present. One "before" interview was conducted in the physician 1 s 
office. 
All families live in an Eastern American large city or in one of 
its suburbs. 
The hospitals in which the birt:'t"S occUITed are all voluntary non-
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profit organizations. The number of the obstetrical accommodations 
renge from ten to one hundred and twenty-two. All are general hospitals 
except two, and these serve only obstetrical and gynecological p3.tients. 
All of the wanen had private or semi-private accoomodations. Facilities 
for roaning-ili were available to twelve of the mothers. Husbands at-
tended their wives during labor and/or delivery whenever the hospital 
permitted it. 
From discussion with physicians and nurses, it is understood 
that a large number of the obstetrical deliveries in the area are con-
ducted with the p3.tient receiving gas, oxygen, and ether. Also, many 
are conducted under spinal anesthesia. The m3.jority of the patients re-
ceive amnesic drugs or heavy sedation during the labor period. Thus, it 
is the exception rather than the rule for patients to receive minim3.1 
sedation during their labor process. 
Methods Used to Collect Data 
Initial contact was initiated through the physician. He was co 
tacted by telephone. The interviewer identified herself and the purpose 
and design of the study. After giving his consent to cooperate and 
participate in the study, he granted the interviewer pennission to Gon-
tact the respondents. Fifteen physicians were contacted, seven of whan 
VJere willing to p::u'ticipate. However, only five physicians had patients 
who canplied to the established criteria. 
For Gr'oup I, twelve w:.men were contacted. Eleven were willing 
to be intervie'Wed, but only eight were ircluded in the study. The other 
were excluded for the following reasons: two women did not deliver 
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during the span of the study, cne Wan3.Il delivered before the interviewer 
was able to see her, and one wanan refused, stating that she did not havE 
the time. 
For Group II, ten ~en were contacted. Six were selected to 
particip3.te in the study. Of those excluded one had had class prepara-
tion, one had to be induced because of a canplica tion before the inter-
view occurred, and the other two refused. The initial contact with the 
p3.tient was by telephone. The interviewer introduced herself. She told 
the wanan that the study was being conducted as a school project and 
that her name had been obtained fran her physician. The study was 
described to the p3.tient as: "I am interviewing expectant mothers to 
determine what they expect labor and deli very will be like. After the 
delivery, I would like to talk with you again. I would be interested 
in learning what happened, and how yoo felt as different things occurred. 
I would like to talk to you when your husband is present. " (Husbands 
were included to provide data for a similar study regarding their anti-
cipa.tions and experiences.) 
Upon canpletion of the first interview, the respondent was given 
a postcaro with her name, address, and expected date of return hane, to 
be mailed to the interviewer within five days after delivery. 
When the interviewer received this caro, an appointment was ar-
ranged with the respondent by telephone. 
The open ended, semi-structured interview was chosen. A guide 
was used to elicit infornation about the specific areas under study. ThE 
interviewer's rnaru1er was that of an interested and friendly person in an 
attempt to put the respondent at ease. The respondent was informed that 
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the infcrmation ·would be confidential; and that the interviewer was do-
ing the project through the University and did not work at the hospitals 
involved, or with the physicians or the class instructors. 
Questions were worded in the same nanner and in similar order for 
each interview. Data relating to the questions was transcribed verbatim. 
Discussion of unrelated topics was not recorded. 
This type of interview was selected as it affords the respondent 
an opportunity to speak in a narrative and subjective nanner. It is felt 
that the wana.n' s subjective view and perceptions serve as an accurate 
index in identifying her needs, concerns, and satisfacticns. As the 
experience was related, it was necessary, at times, to encourage her to 
describe her feelings, thoughts, and reactions to events. Both the hus-
band and the wife were asked to tell why they had or had not elected to 
attend classes prenatally. Those who had attended class were requested 
to describe the way in which the classes did or did not prepare them for 
their labor and delivery experience. 
The open ended, semi-structured interview method was pretested on 
one p3..tient. The method was found to be satisfactory. The only change 
in the methodology as a result was in the method of recording. It was 
found to be necessary and essential that the responses be recorded 
verbatim. 
Prior to the pretest, the interview method was used by the inter-
viewer with obstetrical patients to whan she gave care in a large volun-
tary hospital. The interview metho:i was tested to detennine if it re-
vealed the type of infonnation. the interviewer was seeking. The method 
proved to be very satisfactory when the interviewer demonstrated to the 
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patient that she had the time to spend in conversation. 
The interviews of both groups of p3rents were analyzed to deter-
mine their anticipated and realized experiences in labor, childbirth, 
and the postp3rturn period. Categories were selected, as suggested by 
the data and the li tere ture, in which to code the concerns, needs, and 
satisfactions which the mothers mentioned in their descriptions of the 
childbirth experience. After these were identified the similarities and 
differences between the two groups of mothers were identified. Consider-
ation vas given to the prepared mothers' experiences to deten:nine if 
class prep3ration had contributed to a satisfying experience or not. 
Factors which influenced the satisfaction of the unpre1_)c3.red mothers' ex-
perience were also examined. The purpose of this type of examination 
was to detennine if class preparation contributes to experiences which 
are more satisfying than experiences which are not preceded by fonnal 
prep3ra tion. 
CHAPI'ER IV 
FINDINGS 
This chapter is a presentation and discussion of the data which 
was obtained :in interviews with mothers before and after the birth of a 
t:aby. The data will be comp3red to daronstra.te the differences, if any, 
between the subjective expectations and experiences of prep3red and un-
prepared mothers. Aspects of the classes which did or did not contribute 
to a satisfying childbirth experience will be discussed. The effect of 
other factors on the childbirth experience will be discussed as they 
relate to each group. 
1Because of the quantity of rna.terial, the content was analyzed and 
categories were selected for summarization of the data. In the discus-
sion, these are supported with excerpts from the interviews. 
The following ca. tegories are a S\.llliila.IY of the content revealed in 
the interviews with unprep3.I'ed expectant mothers abou~ their expectations 
perta:in:ing to labor and delivery, and the post-p3.I'tum. period. 
I. INTERVIEW FINDTilGS OF UNPREPARED EXPECTANT MO'lliERS: their 
expectations pertaining to labor, childbirth, and the post-
partum. period. 
A. Anticipated concerns relat:ing to labor and delivery 
1. Concerns relating to labor 
a) What is the beginning of labor like? 2 
(1) Will I be able to recognize and time 
contractions? 1 
b) How much pain will be present? T 
( 1) How long will the pa.:in be severe? -""2 
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c) How will I behave in labor? 5 
(l) Might scream "2 
d) Uncertain she will be able to go through it 2 
e) Dislikes rectal examination ~ 
f) Concerned that nurses may not be understanding 2 
g) Concerned that she might see someone suffering 
or hear saneone screaming 2 
h) Complication nay arise -r 
(l) Need for caesarian section -r 
(2) May have false labor T 
(3) Medication and controlled breathing 
may not help 1 (4) Is RH negative -r 
i) Does not want to be alone "T j) May not forget the "ugly" and ''horrible" things T 
2. Concerns relating to childbirth process 
a) What is having a baby like? 2 
b) Does not know what to expect "2 
c) "I only worry of the unknown." -r 
d) Arrive at hospital in time for delivery -r 
e) What is physical setup and routines and 
procedures of hospital and care during 
labor and deli very? 1 
f) Does not want drugs T 
g) How and when is spinal given, and what 
are its effects 2 
h) Anesthesiologist is attentive -r 
i) Prefers to be asleep T 
3. Concerns relating to baby at birth 
a) Baby is hrel thy 6 
b) Sex of baby -r 
c) May have twins -r 
d) Want to see baby soon after delivery T 
4. Related concerns 
a) Husband will be nervous 3 
b) Ability to give care to baby -r 
c) Ability to breast feed -r 
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5. Measures used to alleviate same of their concerns 
a) Talked with many friends 
b) Ta1ked with nurses 
c) Read books 
d) Confident due to knowledge gained from 
previous experience 
e) Felt confident and informed because of 
nursing backgrcuncl 
f) Denial 
g) Thought of attending classes 
h) Had inquired as to the value of 
"natural childbirth." 
B. Anticipated needs relating to labor and delivery 
1. Needs as expressed 
1 
2 
"T 
2 
2 
a) The presence of saneone--not to be alone 5 
b) Saneane to whan to talk 2 
c) Saneone to hold my hand 2 
(Both multiparae) 
d) Understanding of what is occurring 4 
e) Knowledge of hospital facilities and 
routines. (Had been hospitalized) 1 
f) Supervision and assistance of a capable nurse 2 
g) Care from an understanding and 
comforting nurse 2 
h) To be treated as an individual 2 
i) Physician who is gentle, warm, and 
self-confident 2 
j) Good medical care -r 
k) Presence of husband -r 
1) Knowledge that husband appreciates your efforts -:r 
2. Measures that will or will not contribute to 
physical relief of pain 
a) Nothing will be required, as the pain will 
not be "bad." 3 
b) Medication will help to dull pain 2 
c) Nurse will provide help by giving instructions -r 
d) Moral support of saneane' s presence who is 
understanding and canforting 3 
e) Anticipation of the baby and tennination of 
pregnancy will make discanfort werth enduring 1 
f) Good physical condition and well-rested ""'T" 
g) Self-help measures 
(1) Relaxing helps 1 
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(2) Relaxing, abdaninal breathing and applying 
pressure to her own back may help, but did 
not with first baby 1 
( 3) "You have to do it yourself." "'T 
h) Anesthesia will relieve pain of delivery 
(1) Will receive spinal anesthesia 4 
(2) Hope to be asleep during delivery ~ 
( 3) Will have gas for cmtractions "'T 
C. General impressions which the mothet~S-to-be expressed 
1. Looking forward to the beg:i.nning of labor 4 
2. Will be nervoos when labor begins """"~+ 
3. Labor and delivery will be: 
a) Horrible 1 
b) Lang and difficult 2"" 
c) New and frightening "'T 
d) Unccmfortable 2 
e) Fairly ccmforta.ble 2 
4. "The less I know, the better. I will know 
more afterwards." 3 
5. Childbirth is supposed to be natural -r 
6. Fear is nonnal in childbirth "'T 
7. It is wonderful to be able to give birth to a baby 2 
8. Breast feeding is good for babies T 
9. Roaning-in helps mother and father to know and 
care for baby 4 
D. Satisfactions, or those things which give the mother 
self-confidence so that she will have a positive 
childbirth experience. Those stated by the mother 
include: 
1. Self-confident that she can "go through" it .. 
2. Good self care and minimal weight gain 
3. Will be able to relax in labor 
4. Can bear pain better when expecting it 
s. Confidence that she will not be alone and 
that saneone will rerna.in with her in labor 
6. Husband will be with her in labor 
7. Anticipation of being a mother (primiparae) 
a. Has capability to be a good mother 
9. Will know what is going on because she will be awake 
a) Will see the baby born 
b) Will not behave violently 
c) Will experience the birth of her baby 
10. Enjoy breast feeding 
11. ... Knowledge that her physician is at the hospital 
12. Confidence in the obstetrician 
(The two nurses did not mention this.) 
13. Confidence in the facilities of the hospital 
14. Begirming of family 
3 
""""~+ 
2 
T 
6 
"'T 
-rr-
"'T 
,--
2 
"'T 
2 
"'T 
2 
T 
3 
"'T 
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The wanen unprepared for childbirth were all eager to talk to the 
interviewer aboot their expectations of what labor and delivery would be 
like. Three mothers stated that they were self-confident that they could 
"go through" it. One expressed this, "I feel that I can take the physical 
things any other pregnant wanan could with my understanding." 
On the whole, havever, most of the unprepared wanen had many con-
cerns. They were concerned that they might be left alone, but had con-
fidence that saneone on the nursing staff would be with them. The person 
they needed was one who could renai.n with them, observe them, and be 
understanding of their individual needs. Sane of their responses were: 
A wanan wants her husband to be with her and hold her hand, 
but if he can't, then she wants saneone else. She wants a 
nurse who is canforting and understanding; not necessarily 
medicine. 
A person can almost stand anything if a personal interest is 
taken in her as a persoo. 
With my last baby, the medicine didn't seem to help. The 
student nurse stayed with me. It was helpful just to have 
saneone present, not to talk, but to give me moral support. 
The nurses know more than I do and will help me to bear down. 
I do not want to be left alone. 
Five of the wanen were concerned with the amount of pain they 
wou1d experience and how they would react to it. 
I hope to be fairly calm, but I probably will scream and 
holler. 
I don't know what labor and deli very will be like but I 
refuse to scream. I know that I will have pain. I can 
stand it if it is dulled. I don't expect to mind this. 
I won't scream. This is not supposed to be horrible. I 
will toss. About a week ago I was scared, but I am not now. 
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Another wana.n had a more :positive view of p:rin and its meaning 
to her. 
I knCM that it will hurt, but I am looking forward to it. 
• • • • I hope I am not shocked and it is not as bad as they 
say. It must not be--wcmen keep having babies. 
Because the wanen were uncertain as to how they might behave dur-
ing the childbirth experience, they expressed sane apprehension as to how 
the nurses wculd react to uncoo:trolled behavior. 
If I scream, I am afraid that the nurse will becane armoyed 
and dislike me. I heard that if a nurse dislikes you in the 
labor roan, she might not be nice to you later. 
Sane uncertainty was expressed abcut hoo labor wculd proceed, what 
''having a baby is like," when medication and spinal anesthesia would be 
given, and when they would go into the deli very roan. 
Sane waren expressed that they would enjoy seeing the baby. One 
said: "I want to see the baby at birth to see if it is normal and what 
sex the baby is." 
Five of the women expressed a desire to breast feed their baby. 
The feelings of one were: "I would be disappointed if I couldn't. It is 
a way to show love and I will enjoy the closeness tha. t it allows." The 
author believes that the reason so many were interested in breast feeding 
is because the physician of foor of the patients encourages breast feedirlfi 
and this is encouraged in that particular hospital. 
In oroer to meet the challenge of childbirth, these wanen placed 
their faith in their physician, the care by the nurses, the hospital 
facilities, and the expectation that the medication and anesthesia wculd 
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rrake childbirth easier. 
Although most of these wanen approached childbirth with sane ap-
prehensions, they were willing to go through the experience, deriving 
satisfactions in other ways. 
One stated: 
It is important that a husband recognizes that childbirth is 
never a breeze even if a wcm:m has had children before. If a 
wcmm knows that he understands and appreciates her, she is 
willing to go through hell and high W3. ter ~ When I have a 
baby, I want my husband to beam and congratulate me. 
Another stated that the greatest satisfaction she expects is 
that the birth of the baby will rrake her narriage into a family. 
The following categories are a S'l.lJIDlE.!'Y of the content revealed 
in' the interview with prepared expectant mothers about their expecta-
tions pertaining to labor and delivery, and the post-partum period as 
the respondents introduced them. 
II. INTERVIEW FINDlliGS OF PREPARED EXPECTANT MO'lliERS: their 
expectations pertaining to labor and deli very and the 
post-partum period. 
A. Anticipated concerns relating to labor and deli very 
1. Concerns relating to labor 
a) May not be well-conditioned to the exercises 1 
b) May not get to the hospital in time (Multiparae) 2 
c) Would not like to be cared for by student nurse T 
d) Hope my husband can be with me T 
2. Ccncerns relating to transition 
a) Uncertainty of a hili ty to rerrain relaxed in 
transition. "It will be a big job." 1 
b) I have sane apprehension that the wrineum 
nay not stretch 1 
c) Husband nay be nervous T 
---3. Concerns about receiving medication 
a) I see no need for it 2 
b) It produces unpleasant after effects (multip:rr-a) -r 
c) Medication causes one to lose control of -
concentration (all mul tip:rr-ae) 3 
4. Concerns of the appr-oaching task 
a) Slightly apprehensive 6 
b) If unable to do pr-ep3red childbirth, would 
feel badly, but not a failure 2 
c) Adverse carments by hospl. tal personnel -r 
5. Concerns relating to the baby 
a) Baby is healthy 3 
b) Sex of baby T 
c) Produce need far adjustment in life -r 
B. Anticipated needs relating to labor and delivery 
1. Needs during labor (by their expression they do 
danonstrate sane concern) 
a) Coaching of exercises 1 
b) Fresh air -r 
c) Presence of husband (greatest need) t) 
d) To perfonn exercises (greatest help) -r 
e) Physician's presence 8 
f) To ccncentrate "2 
2. Needs at transition 
a) Encouragement 4 
b) Symp3.thy -r 
c) Physical care--back pr-essure and effleurage -r 
d) To be relaxed T 
3. Needs during delivery 
a) Doctor • s pr-esence and encouragement (women 
whose husband will not be with them) 5 
b) Saneone pr-esent--husband included Ir 
c) Fatient cooperation-to perform as prep3.red -r 
d) iDeal infiltration of perineal area -r 
e) Knowledgeable, gentle, understanding nurse 
to give care and encouragement 3 
f) Continuity of one nurse giving care throughout T 
g) Would like husband in deli very roan T 
h) To see baby immediately T 
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C. Anticipated satisfactions of labor and delivery, i.e., 
those things which give the mother self-confidence 
that she will have a positive childbirth experience. 
Stated were: 
1. Self-confidence and optimism in her preparedness 7 
Z. Knowledge 8 
3. Controlled breathing 8 
4. Relaxing exercises --;--
5. Opportunity to be awake and participate will 
be satisfying, rewarding 8 
6. Confidence in obstetrician and his presence 8 
7. Husband's presence in 
a) Labor, and 7 
1::5) Delivery, and his enthusiasm to participate T 
8. Husband's confidence in her -2-
9. Encooragement of moni triest T 
10. Attitude of 11effort is well worth it. 11 () 
ll. Expectation of having rocming-in and caring 
for the baby (multiparae) 2 
12. Satisfaction of breast feeding T 
13. Anticipation of emotional satisfaction fran 
pa.rticipatd.oo, seeing the baby, sharing the 
experience. (Aspects itemized as single 
entity unless canbined by respondent) 27 
a) 11Ha.ving a baby is the biggQstthing in 
a wanan's life. 11 5 
D. Expectations and general impressions which the women 
mentioned regarding the approaching experience, as 
stated. 
1. Childbirth experience 
a) It is a challenge 4 
b) Is easier when prepared (including multiparae) -5-
c) Won't be painless T 
d) Husband should be present when his child 
is bor.n 5 
e) "I can handle the delivery if it is nonnal. 11 I 
f) If the mind is occupied, most pain can be 
oven:crne 5 
2. Impressions held regarding different stages of labor 
a) Looking forw3I'd to beginnillg of labor 4 
b) Will remain calm (characteristic of their 
personality) 3 
c) Will be excited T 
d) Labor is hard work, similar to athletic event T 
e) Transition is the most difficult but lasts 
only a short time 4 
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f) "I can take anything knowing that it lasts 
only a short while." 2 
g) Delivery is the easiest (multipara) T 
h) Baby won't be cute at birth T 
The concerns and expectations of pre :pared women do not dernonstra tE 
much concern as to what processes will be occurring in the body or what 
they can expect labor and deli very to be like. They are somewhat con-
cerned about the pain that will be present, but to the extent that the 
techniques they know to alleviate pain may not be as effective as they 
desire, and that they becane impa.ired in the use of them. "I can con-
centrate better wi thoot demerol." All except one were quite confident, 
having only the mini.mal apprehensions that could be expected when one 
participa.tes in a new and vi tal task. One mother was concerned because 
she had not been able to practice the exercises the desired amount of 
time each day to insure strong conditioning. 
Many of their needs and conoexns relate to their use of prepared 
childbirth techniques. Anticipating a nornal birth, they want emotional 
reassurance and an accepting envi.rcnment in which they will receive the 
necessary emotional encouragement and physical support they need to main-
tain self-control throughout labor and participa.te in the birth experi-
ence. They do not want to be left alQl'le and desire the presence of the 
two most important individuals in their life at this time--husband and 
physician. This is evidenced by such remarks as:· 
I know that I am physically and p:;ychologically pre:pared. 
I feel very prepared. I could do it by myself, but it is very 
encouraging to have saneone be present. 
If my husband is there, I can get through the whole thing. 
1+7 
It will be nice to have saneone who really knows me and is 
concerned. 
M:lrriage is open in everything. Deli very should not be 
secret. It is important to share that event that you both 
have planned and waited for. 
Being together enhances a good hUsband-wife relationship. 
It is UI'U'latural for parents not to be together. 
My doctor will be with me most of the time. 
My husband is very practical. He can time contractions, 
remind me to relax, and relay things about me to the 
nursing staff. 
It's :important that the personnel in the hospital are familiar 
with the techniques. An adverse conment then, can undo much 
of the good of before. 
wanen who pre:p:n'e for their childbirth often do so for many 
reasons. The most influential one is the expectation that they will 
derive emotional satisfaction in childbirth. Women express these 
thoughts when they say: 
I want to appreciate the wonder and beauty of awake, alert 
childbirth. 
The most satisfying thing will be to see the child be 
brought into the world. 
Contributing to the wcrnan' s emotional security is the knowledge 
that the physician and often a monitriest rerrain with the pa.tient while 
she is in labor as well as her husband, or, as one mother said: 
I wculd like the continuity of one nurse for both labor and 
delivery. -
Wanen who still desire the emotional satisfaction of pa.rticipa-
ticn and were unable to achieve it with earlier pregnancies usually 
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attempt prep3l'€Cl childbirth again, as did this wanan: 
After the sp:inal before, I was disappointed. The disccrnfort 
left but it was replaced with tingling. When the doctor 
used low forceps I could feel the tugging. There was nothing 
rewarding about that feeling. I would have rather pushed hard 
and been rewarded. 
The wanen are prepared to know what to expect in each stage of 
labor and the manner in which they can best respond to the physiological 
changes. They view transition, ihe most rainful and difficult part of 
labor, wiih the knowledge that it lasts only a short while. Knaving 
this, rrany find: "I can take anything for a short while." 
Through the process of training and education, these wanen are 
more able to assess those things which may realistically cause complica-
tions and thus make them apprehensive. To have apprehension allayed 
and to receive emotional support enables them to examine their strengths 
and weaknesses and allows them to experience childbirth with dign1 ty. 
III. INTERVIEW FINDINGS OF UNPREPARED MO'IHER.S: a Stliillffiry of 
general impressions, concerns, needs, and satisfactions 
that were experienced during labor and deli very. 
A. General impressions of the childbirth experience 
'IWo of the wanen found the experience more difficult than they 
had expected. The first one had expected her labor to be a little un-
comfortable and short. 
This mother said: 
1. My labor was short, but I grossly underestimated it. I 
was yelling and screaming. I wanted to be out of labor-
to be asleep. Every pa.in seemed like ihe last, but it 
wasn't. I thought, I can't go thra.lgh this. People 
tried to calm me, but I was beyond repa.ir. There was 
no way to have prepa.red me for it. In the deli very 
room, I hung on for dear life. I was cognizant of the 
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whole process. It is a shock to a young girl. After 
the spinal, I was so pleased that I kept my mouth 
shut and was much more relaxed. • • • I did like seeing 
L the baby J and knowing that she was okay. I liked 
knowing what was going on. The nurses were very nice 
and alway::; in to see me. They gave me lots of atten-
tion. • • • The discanfort only lasted two hours. I 
would do it the same way again. 
(Spinal Anesthesia, Demerol, 100 mgm. at delivery.) 
2. The second wanan, a nurse, stated: 
The labor was harder than I expected. My husband was 
not allowed in the labor roans and I felt very alone. 
The nurses and doctors came in every so often but. • • 
they just checked me and left. They gave me no re-
assurance of any kind. When the doctor came in, things 
were better. Just his talking and not being in a hurry 
were a big help. After the contractions got close and 
hard, I didn 1 t care if the baby was born or not. • • • 
When it was time to push, I didn't have the energy to 
push. I couldn't catch my breath and I was tired. 
Everyone was hollering •••• It felt like my whole 
bottcm had split open. It was good to hear the baby 
cry and see her. She made it worthwhile. For 
anesthesia I used a mask. After two whiffs each time, 
it relaxed me, I didn't have any after effects. I was 
glad when it was over. We all made it! 
(Nitrous oxide whiffs, no medication.) 
3. A t:lrird woman's impressions of labor and deli very were 
unpleasant. She recalls: 
When I was in labor, I kept asking if I had to have a 
caeserian section. I didn't want one. They told me, 
the baby has to turn, that is why it is taking so long. 
I was ap~ehensive until I saw the colored nurse that 
I had last time. Then I felt more relaxed. One nurse 
was very cold--like a robot. She ..acted like the mother 
had no feeling at all •••• I kept trying to help, but 
with the medication, I felt loose and could'· feel every 
p:rin. When I wruld yell or cry, she would say, what 
are you crying for?. • • • The next thing I remember 
was that John was delivered •••• I remember that I 
looked down and saw that my stana.ch was flat. I felt 
like lana Turner! When I saw my husband, I said, nay-
be I wa.s more of a coward than with our first baby. 
(Multi para--medica ted with analgesics, amnesics, and 
general anesthesia.) 
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The other three wanen in the unprepared group experienced labors 
which were less painful than they had expected. 
As one mother stated: 
On the way into the hospital, my husband and I heard a wanan 
scream. We both turned white but went in anyway. I was not 
in real pain. • • .A friend who is a nurse stayed with me in 
labor. Labor really went fast •••• I told you screaming was 
so wrong. It didn't bother anyone. The nurse said, you may 
scream, no one will mind •••• The doctor told me that the 
last two or three contractions are very painful. • • .I was 
so pleased. I had no hopes that I would deliver so soon. I 
was canscirus. I had thought that the medication would make 
me unconscirus. • • • When I was rushing, everyone was saying, 
good. I was happy when I heard them say that they saw the 
head. When he was born, he cried right away. I asked if I 
could hold him, and it was a thrill •••• Doing it yourself 
is pretty incredible. 
(Demerol, 100 mgm., twenty minutes before delivery; spinal 
anesthesia; forceps.) 
Another mother said: 
In labor, I heard other wanen moaning. I was having active 
labor. • .and moaned. Two nurses were with me so I felt 
like I was in good hands. The nurse told me to push if I 
had to, but not to force it. She also helped me to relax 
and do special breathing •••• In the delivery roan the con-
tractions were much stronger. I grabbed a hairy arm for 
support. The baby was born at 10:.10 a.m. I saw the doctor 
cut the cord. He didn't rut him onto my storrach •••• the 
placenta popped right out •••• Then, I talked to my family 
on the telephone. • • • I started crying because I was so 
glad it was over. 
(Demerol, 100 mgm. , spinal anesthesia.) 
The third mother put it this way: 
A wanan waits for a child nine whole months. This is the 
climax-to be awake and see the activity. To miss the 
birth is like missing the plot in a story. I don 1 t love 
the baby more necessarily, but I feel more fulfilled. • • • 
Fran 1:30 until 7:00 a.m. I had contractions. They weren't 
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so uncanfortable that I needed medicine. During this time 
another patient and I talked. Then the dtictor ruptured my 
membranes and I dilated canpletely. I couldn't believe it! 
•••• I knew it wooldn't help, but I needed sane emotional 
support. I had three excrutia ting pains. • • • In the de-
livery roam, I asked the nurse if I could hold her hand--to 
give me more support. The pain didn't seem so bad with that 
support. I needed that more than anything else-even medica-
tion. I then pushed. I had a spinal and felt the pressure 
with the forceps. It was quite uncanfortable. I could tell 
when the head and the shoulders came through. • • • I was get-
ting groggy fran the medication then. I was so relaxed after 
having her. 
(Multipa.ra--Demerol, 100 rngrn.; spinal anesthesia.) 
In addition to those aspects portrayed in the patients 1 general 
impression of the labor and deli very period in the hospital, the follooin§ 
items were mentioned in their description of the experience. 
B. Satisfactions of labor, delivery, and the post-partum period. 
1. Pleased to be awake 
2. Pleased with reassurance by doctor, nurses, 
or talking with other patients 
3. Worse pain lasted no longer than two hours 
4. Pleased to see and hear baby at birth 
5. Seeing baby made "it" worthwhile 
6. Glad "it" is over 
7. Nursing care and hospital were excellent 
8. Nicest part of experience 
a) Fast labor 
b) Easy labor 
c) Flat abdomen 
d) Glad it is over 
e) Canplete family 
C. Concerns of labor, deli very, and the postpartum period 
1. What is labor like 
2. False labor 
3. Difficult labor, long 
4. Discanfort not relieved by medication or 
nursing measures 
5. Sanething wrcng--contractions too close and 
strong--unable to relax 
6. Caesarean section 
7. Baby's health 
5 
3 
2 
2 
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a. Baby's sex 
9. Ability to do baby care 
10. First time up--felt like sponge 
11. Own condition 
12. Visiting hours very tiring 
D. Needs in labor, childbirth and ruerperium 
1. Experienced periods of loneliness 
2. Needed emotional suppar't by reassurance 
and understanding 
3. Needed someone's personal interest and to 
ta.Jk to them 
4. To see husband after delivery 
5. Help in breathing with the contractions 
6. More encouragement and oppar'tuni ty in 
handling own baby 
E. Initial reactions to labor 
1. Accepted cramps calmly 
2. Thrilled, until they slowed down 
3. Hoped it wasn 1 t false labor 
4. Membranes ruptured--can't be 
(thought I had accident) 
F. When husband seen after deli very 
1. Immediately 
2. One hour 
3. Three hoors 
4. Five hours 
G. Reactions to baby 
1. Desire to hold 
2. Healthy 
3. Happy, surprised at coloring 
4. Disappointed in sex 
H. Time When baby seen for second time, closely, 
varied fran eight to twenty-two hours. 
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The first three women Who described their childbirth found no 
satisfaction during the experience. At -times a reassuring word was said 
to them, but it was not lasting. The third waran, although heavily 
medicated, recognized a familiar face, and stated that then she was able 
to relax. 
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The second wan:m also felt that she needed the presence of someone close 
--her husband. The first woman presents a description of a frightened 
and apprehensive individual, without continued emotional support or the 
reassurance that all was going well. They knew not what to expect. No 
one was present whom they knew, and knowledge of actual childbirth and 
its sensations was lacking. 
All of the wanen app3rently felt like they lost self-control due 
to discomfort, but also very likely due to apprehension. They were not 
prep3red to be alone, or to perform relaxation and controlled breathing. 
All were pleased to receive anesthesia for the relief that it provided. 
Beyond this, the experience provided little satisfaction other than that 
of having borne a child they hoped was heal thy, and the deli very was over, 
A striking carman element in both the second and third woman is 
that they were cared for by nurses who laCked an interested, reassuring, 
and emr:athetic Jn3I1Iler. Those needs identified--reassurance of well-be-
ing, support of a warm and interested person, knowledge and understanding 
of body processes, acceptance of behavior, increased · r:a tient self -con-
fidence, and info:rnation regarding progress seem to be typical character-
istics of sane of the care given to the latter three women. (The degree 
of r:ain carmot be accurately evaluated since the subjective response is 
relative.) 
Ccmnon characteristics in the care of these women were: support 
by physical presence, contact (hand), and acceptance of behavior. They 
felt free to express their needs through crying or screaming. The fourth 
woman received an explanation of what was occurring, inforrna tion of 
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progress, and praise for her efforts. She was also allowed to fulfill 
her motherly desire to hold the baby. 
In the sample which was studied, the mothers gained satisfaction 
by being pleased that they were amke, and being able to see and hear 
their baby irrmedia tely after its birth. Two mothers stated that the 
labor and delivery process were worthwhile, upon seeing their baby. 
Other satisfactions gained related to hiving had a pleasant labor 
process, or as one mother said: 
The baby came out--I could see it in the mirrors. I was 
excited that it was a boy. They cleaned the baby and then 
put him into the incubator. He cried and showed me that he 
had heal thy lungs. The baby looked bro;.m and ugly and he 
was skirmy and long. 
Many concerns related to the baby's health, sex, care; problems 
of labor, and fatigue. These are shown by the following canm.ents: 
They showed me the baby •••• It vas blue and covered with 
blood. I looked at her and counted her blue toes. I was 
disappointed. She vas a girl. I said, I don't think I 
will have a boy. They wouldn't show me the baby 'When it 
vas cleaned up. I vas upset all night. 
I was big and felt clumsy handling the baby. 
In the daytime, the visiting hours were too long. • • They 
v;ould all talk and smoke. They dan' t realize tha. t a woman 
needs her rest. 
Needs of women almost all related to their loneliness. They 
wanted emotional support, by reassurance and understanding. Three said 
that they missed their husband and wanted to see him after delivery. 
Three felt a need to see their husband. 
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In labor, I had missed him [husband] all night, and he kept 
going to see the baby. 
After the deli very, I must have had a longing expression on 
my face. 
When labor began for one wcman, she said: 
I was glad. The contractions got to be every six minutes then 
every fifteen minutes. That was discouraging. I wanted to be 
on rrrj· way. I called the doctor. I wanted to stay at heme as 
long as I could so I wruldn' t be in the hospital alone. I'd 
rather be at heme with my husband. 
When the baby was born, the ccncern of the awake mothers was in 
regard to its health and sex. Some mothers expressed different opinions 
abalt being able to see their child after both left the delivery roan. 
I didn't see the baby for 22 hours. She was in an incubator 
with humidity and I couldn 1 t think of anything good. 
I didn't see the baby for 12 hours •••• I was dying to see 
that he was okay. I couldn 1 t wait to get my hands on him. 
The wanen stated that they "wouldn't want to change anything" if 
they were expecting another baby, except one. She said that next time 
she would have saneane with her to help her breathe and relax with each 
contraction. The factor that seaned to :prOOuce the greatest apprehension 
was loneliness. Five of the six women felt that the presence of the hus-
band would be of great assistance, in moral support, his physical pres-
ence, and perhaps holding her hand and talking to her. The women also 
looked to the nurse for this understanding, warmth, and interest. How-
ever, the wanan also expected the nurse to tell her how to breathe and 
relax. Besides desiring personal attention and pain relief, the wanen 
'I 
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jexpressed ccncern for the health of their baby and found it worthwhile to 
~awake and determine this far themselves, at the birth. 
Information fran the physicians of the private prep3.red .patients 
~ obtained regarding their length of labor (non-contributory in all 
except one instance, vtlo was a primipara with a two and one-frurth hour 
labor ) ; and the amount of analgesia and kind of anesthesia, if any. Four 
~thers received no analgesic or sedative medication but did have either 
Ia local or a p.tdendal block for the episiotomy; and, three received less 
!than the average dose of other dtlugs to promote relaxation. It was neces-
sary for one patient to be medicated. She was given sedation, analgesia, 
and an amnesic drug during her labor and received a spinal anesthetic for 
a forceps delivery. 
When the prepared mothers were inte'l"Viewed, in most cases it was 
not necessary to ask many questions. They knew the purpose of the inter-
view and were eager to relate their experience. 
N. INTERVIEW FlliDINGS OF PREPARED MO'IHERS: a surrana.ry of the general 
impressions, concerns, needs, and satisfactions that they experi-
enced during labor and deli very. 
A. General impressions of the childbirth experience by prepared 
mothers 
1. I was canfortable in labor. When the contractions became 
harder, chest breathing and relaxation helped. Having 
someone giving me explicit instructions in the delivery 
roan helped. It helped much more than demerol could have. 
I was glad when the doctor p.tt the baby onto my storrach. 
This time my husband participated.. 
(Multipara--no medication; pudendal block anesthesia.) 
2. I had a two hour and fifteen minute labor. It was very 
unpredictable. The whole experience was exciting and 
satisfying for me. It is nice to see the birth happen-
ing and to know that you are pushing with all of your 
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might. The baby came rut screaming. She was soft and 
lovely, although she was covered with mucus. I liked 
holding the baby. • • .At every meeting of the classes 
we were told that childbirth is painful, and it is 
pciinful. The breathing helps to forget the pain. I 
kept thinking, I am being tricked, but I continued to 
do it! 
(No medicaticn; local anesthesia.) 
3. The doctor was interested the full time. He was sympathetic 
to the fact that we wanted to be together. The doctor said 
that my husband was doing so well in c6aching me that he 
wasn't needed. On each contraction, my husband wruld hold 
my hand and breathe with me. In the delivery :ruom he held 
my head and I held my legs. I did not use stirrups. The 
deli very went fast. I coold see the baby as it was born, 
in the mirror. I shouted, it's a boy! Then, lmy husbandJ 
kissed me. That was an exciting manent •••• I didn't 
receive any anesthesia and had been ·canfortable until the 
time for the suturing. It was very painful. I walked away 
from the delivery table. • • .I feel that if I had to have 
a baby without my husband being present, I would want to 
be asleep. • • • To do it this way, one nust think of it as 
beautiful and occurring within a love relationship. • • • 
The doctor knew what we wanted. Each time he checked me 
in the labor :roan, he explained in detail about the baby's 
head turning, where its face was, etc •••• It was helpful 
to know that the most difficult period would last for a 
half hoor at the most. We had such a wonderful experience. 
(Mul tipara--Demerol 50 rngm. only.) 
4. The personnel at the hospital expected us when we arrived. 
The doct6r reminded me to breathe properly. I felt better 
when I was breathing. Watching the birth of the baby was 
most enjoyable. I enjoyed hearing the cry and seeing the 
baby. The birth cry was exciting. Then the doctor placed 
the little thing on my belly. She wasn't fragile. She 
was a beautiful big gir 1, all covered with a white cheese-
like naterial •••• If I hadn't seen the baby born, I 
wooldn' t have considered having another baby. I didn't 
have one good thing to say during my pregnancy except 
when I felt the baby moving •••• I swore that I would 
never go through another waiting of nine months. But, 
the climax was well worth it. • • • During my pregnancy, 
my husband had thooght that I was so pale. • • .but the 
evening the baby was born he said. • • • you look so 
pretty. I have a certain euphoria and a glow which I 
didn't have earlier! I am convinced that there is sane-
thing to this after all. 
(Primipara--no medication; pudendal block anesthesia.) 
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5. The ccntracti.ons were irregular and I couldn't prepare • 
• • • The breathing was effective in the beginning, but I 
was tired and began to have some pain. (I had had no 
sleep the night before and had worked all day. ) After 
talking with my doctor, I received medicati.cn and a 
pi tocin drip. When the baby crowned my doctor asked me 
if I could do the breathing exercises. I said that I 
could not because I was too tired. I watched the 
doctor •••• The doctor described what was going on, then 
he held up a beautiful baby girl. • • .It was so easy, I 
did not feel a thing. • • • I liked being awake. The 
aiJnosphere was quiet and sublime •••• During labor, it 
was great having [my husband] there. He gave me ice and 
helped me to breathe •••• I didn't expect the complica-
tion but I delivered easily because I had so much faith 
in [my doctor] ••• I definitely want to have [my next 
baby] by natural childbirth. 
{Primipara--Nernbutal 200 mgm. ; Deme:rol 100 mg;n. ; 
Scopalamine 1 mgm. ; spinal ~thesia. ) 
6. It was all very easy. I did shallru breathing until the 
contractions got stronger. [My moni triest] did the rapid 
breathing with me and rubbed my back. My husband and 
mother talked and cheered me up. I was completely re-
laxed, but I could feel the intensity of the last ten to 
twenty contractions. Then, the big moment came--the 
desire to p..tsh! I didn 1 t push until the doctor told me 
I could, as I had been told in class. I enjoyed the 
whole thing. It was very easy. Very easy! The baby 
was born twenty minutes later in the delivery roan. 
The actual delivery was the MOST rewarding single experi-
ence I have ever had •••• I felt happiest from the 
manent that I felt the urge to p1..j.sh. When the doctor 
lifted the baby and I saw that she was a girl, I broke 
into tears. I said, I am happy. She's beautiful •••• 
I hadn't realized that the actual delivery would be so 
wonderful. The experience was beyond that which I knew 
possible. · 
(Primipara--Nisentil 30 mgm., twice; local anesthesia.) 
7. I was overdue and had to be induced. I was surprised that 
it was so easy. I was most comfortable at transition. I 
was better prepared for it. I recognized it this time. 
I was so wrapped up in the labor that I was not dis-
tressed. • • • The personnel are not geared to the method. 
During a contraction, the student would put her total 
heavy hand on my fundus after I took the bother to breathe 
and relax and bulge my abdaninal wall out. I also wanted 
my head and knees flexed but the bed couldn't be rolled 
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yp without an order •••• I felt tingling in my fingers 
and toes, and the doctor told me that I was breath:ing 
rut too hard. I followed her suggestion and the feel-
ing went away. • • • I had planned on my husband being 
with me, but he cruld not because I was in the labor 
roan •••• Before, I remember that the medication 
decreased my will power. However, I finally decided 
that I 'WOuld accept some nisentil. The doctor said 
that it would be best to wait because I was too close 
to delivery. Telling me that was a shot in the ann be-
cause I hadn't realized that I was that close to deli very. 
I was more than willing to put up with a little discom-
fort with the expectation of the reward of. delivering 
my CMn baby •••• In the delivery roan, a man :in a white 
coat asked me to turn to my side for the spinal. I told 
him, I den' t want one of those. I was upset, astounded, 
and felt deceived. I said that I wanted just perineal 
anesthesia. I wanted to be able to do the pushing my-
self and feiel what i i is like to deliver my own baby • 
• • • It was so easy and so rewarding. There was a world 
of difference. It was great not having to have a spinal 
for two ];UShes! I felt great! I will be forever grate-
ful to the instructor and the class. I succeeded largely 
due to that preparation and Kannel's book.l 
(Multipara-no medication; local anesthesia.) 
8. When the contractions became stranger, the rapid shallow 
breathing was more effective. It was helpful to have 
lhusband] with me. He squeezed my hand. [My manitriest] 
breathed with me •••• I was amazed that I could do the 
breathing for such a long period--ten hours. I condi-
tioned myself. • • • In the deli very roan, the pushing 
did hurt, but I gave it everything I had. I was very 
excited. After the baby's head was out, I was on my 
elbows and watched the baby ccrning out. The excitement 
all went away. The baby had sane distress. It was quite 
an anxiety because I was awake and alert. • • • The 
episiotany repair was a little uncanfortable. • • • The 
method was very satisfying. No matter how I wruld have 
children, I wruld like to be awake. The satisfaction 
is well worth the effort. 
The following items were identified in the prepared mothers' 
description of their childbirth experience. 
lMarjorie Kannel, Thank You, Dr. Lamaze (New York: J. B. 
Lippincott, 1959). 
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B. Satisfactions of labor, childbirth, and the postpartum pericxi 
1. Satisfactions expressed regarding the labor period 
a) Confidence in physician 8 
b) Physician's presence canforting--pra.ise 
and interest 6 
c) Physician's instructions very helpful 
in breathing 3 
d) Be informed of progress -rr 
e) Coaching and care by a moni triest --q:-
f) Labor fast and easy T 
g) Eager to deliver own baby -rr 
h) Well prepared for what was occurring T 
i) Effleurage relaxing T 
j) Confidence in hospital T 
k) Exercises helpful 8 
1) Had complete reld:ef T 
m) Satisfied with own p3rticipation 8 
n) Pleased husband with her -r 
2. Satisfactions experienced during the delivery period 
a) Derived self-esteem; rewarding and satisfying 7 
b) Glad and satisfied T 
c) Feelings at the moment of birth 
(l) Excited and elated 3 
(2) Happy 8 
-· d) Rea.ctioMto~yatbirth 
(l) Pleased with sex 3 
(2) Heal thy and nornal -z 
(3) Pleased with crying --q:-
(4) Beautiful, lovely b 
(5) No wrinkles --r 
(6) Satisfying to hold --r 
( 7) Pleased to have seen birth -rr 
e) Pleased with physician's instructions and 
description of baby as it was born 8 
f) Knew what to expect T 
g) Complete canfort without anesthesia -z 
h) No stirrups T 
i) Walked away frum delivery room table T 
j) No apprehension as perineum stretched, 
as anticipated 1 
k) Pleased husband present --r 
3. Satisfactions in post-partum period 
a) Telling husband of birth 1 
b) Physically able; up within six hours b 
(unknown) 2 
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c) Value of pregnancy realized 1 
d) Rocming-in b 
e) Breast feeding b 
c. Needs during the labor and delivery pericx:l 
1. To be reminded of breathing and relaxing 2 
2. EncCA.l.I'agement T 
3. To be infonned of progress ""T" 
4. Rest, because of tiredness T 
5. Gentle nursing care T 
6. Pleasant labor envirorunent T 
7. Relief of discomfort during episiotomy repair -r 
D. Concerns during labor and delivery 
1. Admission procedure detailed 1 
2. Apprehensive of induction T 
3. Labor proceeding not as expected -r 
4. Nurse unaware of teclmique T 
s. Husband could not be in labor room T 
6. Pushing painful T 
7. If contractions will becane stronger T 
8. Is baby heal thy and normal 2 
9. Baby not very pr-etty T 
10. Disliked recovery roan -r 
E. Feelings immediately after birth 
1. Proud and great 3 
2. Need rest T 
3. Pleased and glad I+ 
4. Satisfied, but concerned over baby T 
F. Reactions to beginning of labor 
1. Did not recognize for certain 1 
2. Excited and eager -r 
3. Pleased -r 
4. Easier than anticipated T 
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Discussion of the Pre:e:ndd Mothers' 
Satisfactions, NeedS, an Concerns 
All of the wanen expressed satisfaction for having been able to 
participate in the birth process. The other factors mentioned which the 
wanen found satisfying were related or contributed to their participa-
tion in the birth process. 
Important to them ws the physician in whan they all had confi-
dence. His presence, praise and interest were mentioned by six indivi-
duals; his helpful instructions for breathing were mentioned by three; 
and his care to keep them informed of their progress was mentioned by 
four individuals as contributing to a satisfying childbirth. The wanen 
also mentioned that the presence of their husband, in seven cases, and 
the adminis-trations of the manitriest, in four cases, were also helpful. 
All found that the techniques which they had learned were effective in 
varying degrees. 
During the delivery period, eight wanen experienced satisfaction 
in being awke for the birth; and seven because of their active vartici-
pation. Post-partally, six breast fed their baby and ha.d roaning-in. 
Very few expressed the lack of anything which they felt that they needed. 
Three individuals expressed that they experienced discomfort during the 
repair of the episiotany. Most of the other factors mentioned as needs 
were by one wana.n who indicated that she received less support than she 
would have liked, both during labor and delivery. 
Given consideration, these findings seem to indicate that the 
mother-to-be, prepared in self-help techniques, was able to utilize them 
and renain awke for her delivery in the presence of individuals in whan 
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she had confidence. They, highly regarded, gave her individual en-
couragement not only by their presence, but by assisting her in her 
efforts, praising her, and urging her to continue toward her goal by 
informing her of the effect of her contribution. In addition, her 
physical needs, such as back rubbing, etc., -were fulfilled by the moni-
triest or the woman 1 s husband. When the rronent of birth occurred, all 
the ~en felt happy because the anticipated manent had a:rTived. All 
felt happy during the expulsive stage. Thus, it seems that in the pres-
ence of helpful and knCMledgeable persons the mother can achieve ful-
fillment in the childbirth experience and experience fewer unmet needs. 
Some of the -prepared mothers experienced concerns relating to 
factors which had the potential of depriving them of sane of the things 
which were giving support, i.e., the husbands • presence and the use of 
breathing and relaxation techniques applicable in no:rm3.1 childbirth. 
Two wanen experienced labor contractions which were weak and irregular 
and one experienced a very rapid labor. In another instance the nurse, 
unknowingly, coW'l.teracted sane of the woman 1 s efforts to relax and 
minimize discomfort. 
Two wanen were concerned about the health of their infant at 
birth. One had had a previous child with an anomaly and the other was 
aware that the fetus experienced same distress. 
Three women stated. that their experience in the recovery room 
was W'l.pleasant and one stated that she felt very tired after -participat-
ing in the birth. Instead of being able to rest, she was kept awake by 
the shouts and cries of wanen who were medicated, and the lights were 
all on. Another said that she felt frustrated. She was eager to tell 
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everyone she had a baby, and they were all "out." One mother aptly 
stated: "I was the abnorrral case!" 
Synopsis of Prep:rr;:d Mothers' Experiences 
In the descriptions of their childbirth experience, the women 
all expressed final satisfaction. They derived pleasure in being awake 
even when canplications arose. But, more importantly, the seven who 
used the method expressed pleasure and feelings of reward experienced 
at the moment of birth. 
Those women who had their husband present for either labor 
and/or delivery attributed same of their satisfaction to his presence. 
In addition to the moral support he afforded, three stated that he was 
able to empathize with them; four stated that he held their hand; six 
had back pressure applied; and the husband of three joined in the per-
formance of controlled breathing. Those who had a moni triest ccmnented 
upon the moral and physical support tha.t she offered. All stated that 
the presence and manner of their physician also contributed to their 
satisfaction. Only one wonan felt that she succeeded through her own 
efforts, only. The wanan who was not able to participate actively stat-
ed that the experience was satisfactory because of her physician's con-
duct of the birth. All were pleased that they had chosen to prepare 
themselves for childbirth. 
The factors which seemed to be significant in enhancing the 
experience were: support and encouragement in their efforts by an 
interested person; self-esteem gained through their participation and 
contribution; emotionally and physically satisfying sensations; an 
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oppartuni ty to see and hear their baby at birth; and knowledge gained 
through anticipatory guidance. With "00 women, these factors were not 
all present, yet they still derived personal satisfaction from the ex-
perlence. It seems that even though all of the factors were not present, 
those that were present compensated for any which were absent. 
To examine these factors more closely one cannot say that they 
are all the result of class for childbirth education. To participate in 
the birth of their child and gain the satisfaction that these warren did, 
was not achieved by one method alone. Satisfaction was achieved through 
the combined efforts of the waran, her physician, her husband, and her 
instructor in doing those things which a wan:m needs during this moment-
ous event. Prepared childbirth recognizes these needs. Both class 
prep3.IB.tion and the physician, of coorse, have enabled the wanan and her 
husband to achieve satisfaction and a "togetherness" which is otherwise 
unknown in our society today. 
Reasons Given for Partici pa tipn in Prepared Childbirth 
There are rrany reasons why couples attend classes for prepared 
childbirth. Those stated by the mothers were: 
I wanted to see what it was like to.be awake and to actually 
see Icy baby born. 
I want to be able to do the p..1shing Icyself and feel what it 
is like to deliver my own baby. 
In this method, the emotional and physical components are 
recognized. 
The classes help husbands to understand the hormonal influence 
which produces physical and emotional changes in their wives. 
The sharing of a pregnancy helps married life. 
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Women have an air of confidence with this method. 
My mother told me that the worst part of labor and delivery was 
that no one was with her. 
I don't see any reason to be drugged for childbirth, and I don't 
want to be. It is a natural function. 
The general principle is to infonn and prep:I.I'e the expectant 
parents. I like to be inf<rmed and comfortable. If I should 
becane uncanforable, I can always ask for medication or anesthesia. 
I like to know what is going on. 
I heard a lecture on it, and it seemed like a good "Wa.y. 
Some nurses stated: 
I have seen wanen receive amnesic drugs and go wild and act 
like a.nimals. The women who were prepared had lovely deliveries. 
I was so impressed at the contrast. 
I sar-~ wcmen in labor who had received anmesic drugs. The experi-
:eJilce · left a fad impression with me of wanen threshing and yelling 
like in a jungle. They didn'.t appreciate the wonder and beauty 
of awake, alert childbirth. 
Reasons given by the husband for participating in prepared 
childbirth were: 
My wife "Wa.S interested so I though that I would look into it. 
We had nothing to lose, and everything to gain. 
I wanted to be with l'Io/ wife and help her. 
I would like to see my child born. 
Childbirth should not be a l'Io/Sterious secret. 
Preparation provides benefits inconceivable. • • • 
This method of childbirth is safe. It provides a minimum of 
anesthesia and she can still be awake. 
A friend told me, "Don't miss seeing your baby's birth for the 
world." 
It is a means of realistically learning and seeing what childbirth is. 
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Benefits of Class Pre;paration 
The values of class preparation listed by the prep:rr-ed couples 
were numerous. Sane of the values as they stated them were: 
An understanding of the anatcmy and physiology of repro-
duction and childbirth makes it easier to experience them. 
Wcmen repeatedly stated that the knowledge of knowing descript-
ive infonna.tion of the states, i.e., length, difficulty, signs, con-
tributed to their ability to experience the birth of their child without 
needing to request drugs or anesthesia during the transition period. 
Knowing this, all felt that the contractions were tolerable and well 
worth bearing for the satisfaction that they would gain. Other comments 
of their experience which they felt were a result from class preparation 
were: 
The battle was half won by having sanething to do. 
Breathing helped me to forget the pain. 
The exercises helped in childbirth and afterwards. 
I had never been in such good condition. 
I was up and ready to walk home immediately after the delivery. 
I ran circles around Iey rocmna te. She was surprised at how 
great I felt. 
I was enthusiastic to use the method because the instructors 
conveyed their confidence in it. 
I was relieved to see that the baby was active, alert, kicking, 
waving her anns, and crying ••• lshe] was put an Icy' abdomen ••• 
It allowed me to see her immediately. 
At every meeting of the classes, we were told that childbirth 
is painful, and it is painful. 
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A contraction should be interpreted as such and not as pain. 
Pain occurs when wanen ha.ve extra fears. -
The men stated: 
My wife looked forward to the delivery. 
My wife couldn 1 t have gone through it without being prepared. 
If she hadn't been in conditioo, she would have been heavily 
medicated. 
A real advantage of natural childbirth is that La wommJ has 
control over what's happening. The cord was around our 
baby's neck and she waited for the doctor to remove it. 
I was really impressed with the control she had over the 
delivery. It could be dangerous without the mother helping 
and there was less control. That was because of all she had 
learned. 
It is wonderful. to be able to see a baby born. 
I learned about the role the husband plays, the stages of 
delivery, what breathing techniques are used, hew to rub her 
back, and to observe for tenseness •••• Next time we won't 
need a doctor, I can deliver the baby myself. 
It is nice to knew that one has the support and assistance of 
the doctor and nurse all the way thralgh. 
Wanen are likely to have roaning-in and breast feed their 
babies. 
In relation to these ccmnents, the wanen said: 
If a mother has to wait for her baby until it is time for him 
to come from the nursery on his fcur-hoor schedule, each time 
she hears a baby in the nursery she is ooncemed that it is her 
baby crying. 
Breast feeding is an intimate experience. It is nice to be 
that close. 
I had a roaning-in. I enjoyed the opportunity of getting to 
know the baby and giving her care. 
Natural childbirth and breast feeding are old ways with modern 
supervision and care. 
I 
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== :: ==== I All cruples expressed the countless values of preparati;;l"f;; 
··childbirth. 
Evaluation of Classes 
bY the Pi'epare<i Parents 
All of the prepared parents felt that the classes were valuable 
• and realistic. In addi tian to the presentation of new knowledge or a 
ll 
'I 
I' I 
!I 
I 
I
I 
review of ance-lmown infonnatim, all felt that movies of actual births, 
I particularly if in color, were an important part of the preparatim. I 
Husbands appreciated the opportunity to view· them as much as the expectant I 
mothers. All exclaimed of the enthusiasm that the instructors had and 
their ingenuity in presenting the infonnatim with illustrative examples II 
land demonstratims. Although the women tired of the exercises, they II 
I' frund that the repea.ted practice with supervisim allowed them to becane 
rapidly cmdi tioned once actual labor was initiated. The opportunity to I 
participate in open and infonnal discussim was reassuring. A permissive ,! 
II env:i.ronment allowed for the clarificaticn of doubt which arose or remai~~ I relating to pregnancy and childbirth. All stated that the l:ibraiy was II 
used to furtiler their knowledge and understanding of tha method they were 11 
using, of pregnancy, childbirth, dri.ld care, and family adjus1Jnent. 'J 
J 
Changes that were suggested for classes were (applicable to one 1 
or possibly both of the classes): husbands be permitted to attend all II 
sessioos or, i£ not, to attend a session at the beginning of the coorse ~ 
well as later so they could more ably help their wives with the exercises~~ 
that exercise and review classes for nul tiparae be separated from those r 
I, for primiparae; that movies be in color; that expulsive exercises, 
= - = ==: 
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intercostal breathing in the side position, and the cyanotic color of the 
baby at birth be emphasized. 
I I The unprepared couples were asked if they had considered attending 
I any classes. Three had wanted to, but "didnit get around to it." Two of them had read books. One had not thought about classes and did not feel 
I 
that preparation was partirularly necessary. She stated that, what was 
:important for her to know, her physician would tell her. She read one 
pampuet and found it conflicting with the instructions of her physician. 
1 To clarify these, she questioned friends instead of talking to her 
physician, who was "so busy." 
II d 
I 
!j 
II One wanan who had a baby felt that she knew what to expect from ~~~ I her past experience. One nurse, a multipara, felt that she was fairly 
well informed because of her educa.tioo and previous childbirth experience. 
She stated that she had been interested in natural childbirth, but she 
I 
which allowed her to be awake when the baby was born. The second nurse II 
1 said that she had felt prepared and read sane books to better prepare herjl 
No one ~~ 
had mentioned to her that any advanced classes taught at a level com-
did not know what it really was; therefore, she had spinal anesthesia 
self because the only classes she knew of were quirte elementary. 
rnensurete with one's education and affording discussion were available. 
Comparisoo of the Findings 
Those aspects under study, as identified in the data presented 
I 
will be examined and the differences and similarities for Group I and 
Gralp II will be noted. These similarities and differences will be I examined to determine if they are a result of class preparaticn or other I 
,! 
II I! 
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factors. 
Five wanen of Group II each expressed three najor concerns relat-
ing to their anticipated labor experience. They do not want to be alone 
during this period. They are very concerned how they are going to be-
have v.ihich is directly related to their interest in. the amount and 
severity of pain that will be experienced during labor. They are unsure . 
of mat will occur during labor and do not know if they will be able to 
endure the experience without expressing their distress. If they express 
distress, will the nurses understand and be kind and helpful to them? 
The concerns of G:roup I differ from those of Group II not in kind 
but in depth and nanner. Group II was not concerned with screaming and 
tossing, but were concerned about their ability to perfonn specific 
behaviors (relaxation and controlled breathing) to the degree v.ihich was 
desirable or needed to naintain self-control and sane degree of canfort. 
Canfort, they have learned, can be naintained through the successful 
perfonnance of the prescribed exercises. If they are unable to perfonn 
them properly, they will experience more discomfort than nay be tolerable 
to them. The wanen in Group II were more concerned about pain than those 
who were prepared because they had no personal resource or tool to use 
to counterattack the pain. All they had was their will power, what they 
hoped was a high or no less than nornal threshold for pain, the belief 
that the nurses will help them, and that medication will dull the pain. 
For delivery they rely upon the anesthesia to eliminate discanfort. 
Group I knew that they could request medication at any time in either a 
snail amount to lessen apprehension and not decrease their ability to 
respond to the contractions; or they could request a larger amount. 
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Through experience some realize that a larger amount of medicine may 
make it difficult for them to concentrate and actively perform the 
teclmiques which had been learned to help them to participate in the 
expulsion and birth of their child. 
Both groups had some concern about the approaching experience. 
Group I because of their uncertainty of their capability to perfonn the 
exercises; and Group II because they knew little of what to expect. The 
latter group worried about the unknoon, i.e., what childbirth is, what 
it does to them, and what will be done to and for them in the hospital. 
This insecurity extends into the future as they question their ability 
to assume the care of a child and to perfonn the mother 1 y act of 
breast feeding. 
The formidable thought of having to enter a strange place with 
strange people, and to perfonn a feat of great importance made them feel 
insecure and want the presence of someone they knew for moral support. 
The presence of their husb3nd, parti~ly if he was confident and 
knowledgeable helped to give them the support they needed. 
Oftentimes wanen develop feelings of insecurity because they lacl 
knowledge and possess unrealistic fantasies of what childbirth is. Given 
information, reassurance, and encouragement, they usually are able to 
develop a more realistic and confident attitude. 
Twice as many mothers in Group II as in Group I expressed con-
cern that the baby might not be healthy; and they were anxious to learn 
its sex. 
Group I did not have concerns regarding the processes of labor 
and their characteristics; the procedures of the hospital; or fears of 
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the "unknown" because they had gained an awareness of what to expect 
through discussion, lectures, and movies in class. They were more con-
fident, but not certain that they would be able to maintain their 
ccmposure through the laboring and birth process. Wcmen in both groups 
realized that they did not want to be alone and neither could be entire-
1 y certain who or if anyone would be with them. However, the prep3I'ed 
expectant mother knew that she,· in the hospital, usually would be per-
mitted to be in a room with her husband; that her obstetrician would be 
present and would encourage her during her active labor; and that pos-
sibly a nurse might be with her to give her care and coach her through-
out the labor. The unprepared mother may or IIE.y not have these persons 
present, dependent upon the physician, the hospital and her husband. 
The wcmen in each group wanted the presence of a person who was 
interested in them as individuals. All recognized that they would like 
care by a person who is gentle, wann, and understanding. They also 
wanted care by someone who could assure their safety through the pro-
cess. The prep3I'ed wanan wanted saneone who could offer her encourage-
ment, and prcmote her physical ccmfort--preferebly both her husband and 
her obstetrician •. She knew how to do the exercises, and wanted to 
achieve an awake alert birth in which she p3I'ticipated, saw her baby, 
shared the experience with her husband, and achieved the "biggest thing 
in her life." 
The wanen in Group II were unsure of what labor was and had an 
uncertainty of its difficulty. However, they were looking forward to 
labor, and eager to "get it over with" and take care of their baby. 
They anticipated that they would have a positive experience because of 
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gocx:l self care; were confident that saneone would be with thEm during 
labor, and confident in their doctors' ability. 
Group I looked upon childbirth as a challenge. They had pre-
r:ered to meet the task which was called a "big job," and were eager to 
do well. Confidence in the physician, anticipation of the emotional ex-
perience of participating in the birth, perhaps sharing the experience 
with husbands~ in addition to prer:eratian would enable each to meet 
this challenge of childbirth. 
The prepared wanen were looking forw3.rd to labor and were ready 
to go through transition to achieve the satisfaction they desired even 
though sanewha t apprehensive. They fe.l t th3. t they would be able to do 
it as long as they were not alone, saneane was interested in them, had 
confidence in them and would offer encc:ura.gement when they needed it. 
In comr:ering these two grouP,S, the wanen who received the prepa-
ration approached labor with more self-confidence because of their 
knowledge of th~ processes, their ability to relax and control the can-
tractions, and because of the reassurance that they would be supported 
physically and emotionally. The unprepared women differed in their 
readiness to approach l.q,bor calmly depending upon their knowledge, ex-
perience, self...;confidence, confidence in their physician and the hos-
pital, and if saneone--husband, friend, or nurse--was· expected to rerrain 
with them during labor. The wanen who were unprepared for childbirth 
through formal class, all had spoken with their physicians, most read 
books, and sane talked with friends or nurses. 
In the descr'iptions of the childbirth experience by the unpre-
pared mothers, each, in her own way, stated that she needed the support 
of scmeone' s presence. Each wanted this person to be accepting of her 
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1 as an individual, to be wann and gentle, and to offer reassurance. Those I 
I 
who experienced satisfactory experiences were given support. Three of 
the wanen received consistent support during their labor by nurses and, I in cne instance a friend W3S also in attendance. Another WOOEn stated 
that she felt tense until she saw one of the nurses with whom she was 
I 
'I I '! I aCX}uain ted. I 
1 Another factor which contributed to one wanan 1 s positive experi- j 
r ence was that she received praise for her efforts and was informed of her 
I 
progress by the physician during the labor period. The reassurance and 
support that she received in the experience greatly enhanced her self-
• 
confidence. She forgot her fears and gained IIUlCh pleasure in watching h41 
baby's birth. Both she and another wc:m:m found the nurses willing to j1 
accept their moaning and screaming. They attended her frequently and 
demonstrated a personal interest in her by their manner and by helping 
her to relax and do controlled breathing. Another woman found that 
emotional support, extended by the offering of one's hand, helped her 
I 
I 
I' 
more than medication. Also contributing to her satisfaction was the op- I 
portuni ty to see her baby born--the product of her efforts. I 
These considerations afforoed these patients a more pleasant 
childbirth experience than they had anticipated. 
II 
I Each was recognized as I 
an individual. II 
Of the women who had less pleasant experiences, one said that she I 
had grossly underestimated it. The experience was not only physically 
painful to her., but emotionally she found it shocking. 
Another wan:m stated that she felt very lonely. She remarked 
I 
II 
II 
I ; 
,I 
II 
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Mothers found it helpful to be awake at birth. The pleasure and 
I relief they experienced was when they saw their baby and heard its first 
j cry. All "Were glad when the experience was over and four reported that 
II the nicest part of the total experience was that they had an easy or 
. 
fast labor. 
II 
I' 
il 
I' 
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CHAPI'ER v 
SUMMARY AND CONCWSICNS 
This study is significant in that childbirth is a nonnal physio-
logical function, yet, for the most part, the attitudes of most mothers 
and those who give care do not reflect this. The hypotheses of the study 
is: wanen prepared for childbirth experience more satisfying labors and 
deliveries than those who are unprepared. Thus, the problem for study 
was stated: to identify the general impressions, concerns, needs, and 
satisfactions related to the processes of labor and delivery of prepared 
and unprepared wanen; and to detennine the ways in which classes do or 
do not contribute to a satisfying experience. Consideration was given 
primarily to those aspects of the methods which helped the women to meet 
their needs, emotional and physical. Prepared childbirth was defined as: 
childbirth in which the vonan p:l!'ticipates physically and emotionally as 
a result of fonnal pre:paration. 
This problem was based on the knowledge that expectant mothers do 
experience a variety of concerns and expectations prior to and during 
childbirth. A review of the literature supported this asstnnption and 
identified same of the concerns and needs that are interrelated to child-
birth. The means by which these could be alleviated or minimized were 
recognized. However, the disparity between knooledge and application was 
great. With the belief that this cultural lag could be restituted by 
prepared childbirth education and training, the aforementioned problem 
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was studied. 
A sample of prepared and unprepared expectant mothers was selected 
All were pr-ivate patients, marTied, anticipating nonnal delivery and a 
healthy child, and did not anticipate a need for amnesic drugs. Group I, 
the prepared mothers, all were educated and trained for prepared child-
birth. The mothers in Group II had not attended any preparatory classes. 
A semi-structured open ended interview guide was used to elicit subjective 
narrative responses f:rom. the respondents, in the presence of their hus-
bands. The interviews "Were conducted in the couple's hane prior to and 
following the birth of the baby. In both groups of mothers, aspects of 
the interview "Were analyzed to determine their anticipated and realized 
experiences in labor, childbirth and the post-:partum period. 
In view of the data presented in this Study, the following con-
clusions have been formulated: 
1. Prepared expectant mothers experienced sane uncertainty 
in their ability to effectively use the techniques they 
had learned for pre:paring for childbirth. 
2. The uncertainties experienced by mothers not prepared 
for childbirth focused upon the process of labor and 
was directly personalized by the concern of "what will 
this mean to me." 
3. Most women seemed to want to have their husbands with 
them during labor. Attendance at classes for childbirth 
was not an influencing factor since the mothers in both 
groups had this need. 
4. The ability to bear pain was of great concern to the un-
prepared group whereas the prepared mothers did not feel 
that pain was as fearful or significant. 
5. A fear of losing control over one's behavior was of great 
concern to the mothers in the unprepared group. How the 
nurse viewed this loss of self control was of high signi-
ficance to the mothers in this group. 
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6. The unprep3.red mothers had m:my fears about being left 
alone during labor and felt a great need to be reassured 
that someone, particularly a nurse, be with them. 
7. The unprepared mothers also needed infonna.tion and expla-
nation about one process of birth as it was happening. 
This was not a concern of mothers prepared for child-
birth; they knew the process and wanted to be informed 
of their progress. 
8. The prepared mothers had concerns about the health of 
the infant whereas the unprepared group were concerned 
both about themselves and their baby. 
9. For prepared childbirth to be effective, all mothers 
felt the doctor's presence -was a critical factor. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Based on the findings of this study the following recanmendatioos 
are presented; that: 
1. More hospitals provide for the husband to remain with his 
wife during her labor and deli very period if they so desire. 
2. Classes be given to the hospitalized mothers to provide 
infonnation about the childbirth process and infant care. 
A mother can receive ccnsiderable relief if given a chance 
to learn about that which she has al~dy experienced. 
3. Care given to mothers in hospitals include the recognition 
of their need for reassurance and encruregement during 
their progress in labor. 
l.f.. The care given to mothers by nurses incorporates the 
qualities of: individual recogniticn; understanding, 
reassurance, acceptance, gentleness, and comfort. 
5. Nurses recognize that although wanen pre:p:lr'ed for child-
birth have fewer fears before childbirth, have fewer 
personal and infant cxncems after childbirth, and are 
more physically able; yet they do have the need for 
understanding care. 
6. Patients who experience pre:p:lr'ed childbirth not be placed 
in the recovery roan with those p:ttients who received 
general anesthesia and amnesic drugs. 
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7. Present methods of preparing wanen for childbirth. be 
evaluated far their effectiveness. 
8. Prepared childbirth programs be more available so 
that the mother has an opportunity for a more 
satisfying and canforta.ble labor and delivery. 
9. Childbirth classes be so designed as to include the 
needs and concerns of the husband. Each mother felt 
her husband had a definite role in the childbirth 
process and a willingness to assume this role. 
10. Nursing education programs promote the development of 
nurses who are cognizant of the needs of expectant 
parents. 
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I' 
100 Beacon Street 
Boston 16, Massachusetts 
March 28, 1963 
I" 
I
I De>r ltttor A ' I 
As I said in our telephone conversatioo., I am a graduate student I 
1 in the Maternal and Child Health Progrem at Boston University. For~ I 
I field study, I am interviewing two groups of parents, one of whan has ' 
. j attended preparation for childbirth and exercise cla$ses, and the other 11 
'I who has not. I am interviewing them before and after delivery. I plan ~~ 
to compare the concerns and satisfactions which they anticipate to those 
1 
which they state they experienced in labor and deli very. 
1 I would appreciate your cooperation in helping me to select Ill 
I parents for~ experimental sample group. I am interested in patients 
who are preparing for natural childbirth, who will not receive 'II 
Scopalamine, and whose husband will :remain during labor. 
I can only include patients mose .E.D.C. is between April 8 and 
May 31, 1963. 
I Information that I will need is: address, telephone number, ~~~ E.D.C., educational level, age, religion, and husband's occupation. 
After the birth of the child, I 'WOUld like to know the hospital 
1 used; the amount and name of medication and anesthesia received during 
labor and deli very, if any; and the length of labor. 
The info:nnation that I obtain will not be associated with the 
patient's ~ in the field study. Thus, the individual information 
will be confidential. 
I 
II 
Although many factors are involved in this study, emphasis will I 
be placed upon how the patient and her husband feel about the labor and 
delivery, and if class attendance and the husband's presence influenced 
these feelings. 
It is very kind of you to take time to assist me. 
hear f:rom you in the near future. 
I hope to 
Respectfully, 
Irene Martin 
I 
91 
100 Beacon Street 
Boston 16, M3.ssachuset 
April 8, 1963 I 
Dear Doctor B 
-----
As I said in our telephone conversation, I am a graduate student 
in the M3.ternal and Child Health Program at Boston University. For my 
field study, I am interviewing two groups of patients, one of whom has 
attended preparation for childbirth classes, and the other has not. I am 
interviewing them before and after deli very. I plan to compare the con-
cerns and satisfactions which they anticipate to those which they state 
they experienced in labor and delivery. 
I would appreciate your cooperation in helping me to select 
patients for my control sample grcup. I am interested in patients who 
are not attending any prenatal classes, who will not receive Scopolamine, 
and whose husband will not remain during labor or deli very. 
I have already started the study and can only include patients 
whose E.D.C. is before M3.y 31,1963. 
Infornaticn that I will need is: address, teleJilone m.unber, 
E.D.C., educational level, age, religion, and husband's occupation. 
After the birth of the child, I would like to knCM the hospital 
used; the amount and name of medication and anesthesia received during 
labor and deli very, if any; and the length of labor. 
The infornation that I obtaiil will not be associated with the 
patient's name in the field study. 'Ihus, the individual information will 
be confidential. 
Although many factors are involve9 in this study, emphasis vri.ll 
be placed upon heM the patient and her husband feel about the labor and 
delivery. 
It is very kind of you to take time to assist me. I hope to hear 
from you in the near future. 
Respectfully, 
Irene Martin 
I 
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GUIDE USED IN 'IHE INTERVIEW 
I. '!he following are the questions that the mothers were asked prior 
to delivery. 
1. What do you expect labor and deli very to be like? 
2. Have you prepared for your labor and deli very? 
3. What concerns do you anticip3.te with your labor 
and deli very? 
4. What satisfactions do you anticipate with labor 
and delivery? 
II. The following are the questions that the mothers were asked 
following deli very. 
1. What was your labor like? 
2. Was it different from what you had expected? 
3. In what way was it different? · 
4. What do you remember about your delivery? 
5. If you were pregnant again, would yru like it 
to differ in any way? 
94. 
III. Parents who had attended prep3ration for childbirth classes were 
asked the following questions. 
1. Why did you choose to attend classes? 
2. In what m.y were the classes helpful to prep3re 
I you for labor and deli very? 
!I 3. Is there any p3rt of the classes you would like 
to see changed? 
IV. Parents who did not attend prep3ration for childbirth classes 
were asked the following questions. 
1. Had you thought of attending any prenatal classes? 
v. The foll<Ming information was obtained fran all of the families 
who were interviewed. 
1. Expected date of confinement. 
2. Education of both the mother and father. 
3. Age of both mother and father. 
4. Religion. 
I 
5. Occupation of both mother and father. 
I 
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